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PAID WITNESS TO EUGENIC MARRIAGE PRESSDIAZ IS TAKEN A NEW POLICY IS
ADOPTED BY THE
CHURCH
lina. having eluded the federal troops
commanded by four generals, Fran-
cisco ( astro Marcelo Caleravo, Javir
Kojas and Orpine), who were trying to
check the advance of the rebels by
feigning an attack on Jimenez.
General Villa is now in the vicinity
of Parral. The railroad between Ji
nienez and Santa Rosalia has been
badly damaged and the federal troops
are obliged to proceed overland, a
task which hitherto they have not suc-
ceeded in accomplishing well.
Federals Have Funds.
Berlin, Oct. 31. The Mexican min-
ister of finance today informed the
correspondent, of the Frankfurt Ga-
zette that Mexico's option on a loan of
$25,000,000 in Paris would be exer-
cised on December 1. He added that
LUDLOWMINERS
DISARMED BY
FORCE
TROOPS SENT TO LUDLOW TENT
COLONY, WHICH HAS REFUSED
TO SURRENDER ITS ARMS, AND
IF PEACEFUL MEANS FAIL TO DAY
FORCE WILL BE USED.
TESTIFY AGAINST
FUNK
PROSECUTION UNCOVERS MORETESTI-MON-
MADE TO ORDER IN SUIT
AGAINST FUNK FOR ALIENATION
OF MRS. HENNINGS AFFECTIONS.
WITNESS SAID HAD
NEVER SEEN FONK
Chicago, 111.. Oct. 31. A witness
for the state iu the case of Daniel Don-aho- e
and Isaac Stlefel, charged with
conspiracy to dofame Clarence S.
Funk, today linked the name of .Ed-
ward Hines, the lumber man, with that
of Donahoe. The witness was Edwin
W. neuter, a bell boy, who testified
that he was hired by Steil'el and Dona-
hoe to give false testimony against
Funk, in the alienation suit brought
by John Henning.
Dentcr was testifying as to conver
sations held in Douahoe's office and
elsewhere.
"Did you and Donahoe discuss the
suit In his office?" witness was asked.
Counsel for the defense objected,
but were overruled and Deuter re-
plied: "Yes, be asked if I had seen
in the newspaper where Hines had
sued Funk for $100,000. I said that 1
had and he said: 'He's our man.
He's In the game we are and he'll be.
our friend.'"
The Hines suit never came to trial,
lie charged Funk with slander in quot-
ing him (Hines) as saying "It cost us
$100,000 to put Lorimev over."
Deuter said that Stelfol had paid him
as much as $87 at a time. Stiefel
showed him a picture of Funk, he said,
but he told Stiefel that he had never
seen the man.
"lie told me about the Henning suit
and said he wanted some of the hotel
employes for witnesses;" said Deuter.
"He said 1 wouldn't have 1o work for
a couple of years aiid that J would be
well taken care of. 1 told him 1
funds were assured to pay the Mexi-
can federal army until New Year's
day.
The Gazette expresses doubt in re-
gard to the Mexican minister's decla-
ration.
It was stated last spriug that a loan
of $75,000,000 had been arranged in
Paris by representatives of the Mexi-
can provisional administration, and
that $"0,000,000 of this had been hand-
ed over immediately to Provisional
President Huerta. A later report
spoke of another transaction of $20,-- i
000,000. This would leave a balance
j still due Mexico of $25,000,000.
Evacuation Reported.
Washington, D. C, Oct. 31. Fran-
cisco Esquadero, chief of the depart-
ment of foreign relations for the con-
stitutionalists iu Mexico, telegraphed
their headquarters here today from
Hermosillo that the federals had evac-
uated the city of Chihuahua on the
approach of Pancho Villa am! the con- -
jstitutionalist troops
Rebels Driven Away.
Mexico City, Oct. 31. The rebel
force which for Beveral days had been
attacking Monterey, has been driven
from the vicinity of the city, accord-
ing to private and railroad telegrams
received at. the capital.
Several hundred federal troops un-
der Generals Tellez and Maas reached
the city today after a nine-day- trip
from Laredo.
The first accurate report of the de-
struction to railroad property by revo-
lutionists at Monterey which reached
the offices of the Mexican National
railway here yesterday, bIiows that 657
freight cars, three passenger coaches
and 17 locomotives were consumed,
and that 17 freight cars were partially
consumed. The shops, machinery and
round house of the old Mexican Cen- -
(Continued on cage fourl.
COURT ASKS FOR PROOF
AND GETS IT
WORKING GIRLS
Washington. I). C, Oct. HI. Mrs.
iWoodrow Wilson has taken an active
interest in the betterment of condi-
tions under which girls and women
work here in the various government
departments.
It leaked out today that she made
a tour through the big government
printing office yesterday without re-
vealing her identity and thought thP
workers did not have sufficient space
in tho retiring or rest, rooms. She
is said to have urged the president to
help improve conditions.
Mrs. Wilson also urged Postmaster
General Burleson to Improve .the mail
bag repair office of tilt post oliice de
partment. She recently visited the es-
tablishment and is reported to have
become convinced that morn precau-
tions ought to be taken to prevent
tuberculosis..
A lively little sequel to Mr. Wi-
lson's visit developed today. When
Public Printer Ford heard of Mrs.
Wilson's visit he discharged H. K.
Terry, the messenger who conducted
Mrs. Wilson through the building, on
the ground he had not brought the
president's wife to him.
Terry explained that he asked Mrs.
Wiison to visit Ford's office, but Mrs.
Wilson demurred, saying she wished
no sppcial attentions. Ford, however,
maintained that. Terry's failure to
make known the visit of the presi-
dent's wife was a breach of discip-
line.
When the story got around the cap-
ital, there were several hurried tele
phone calls to the White House. Mrs,
Wilson took a hand, in the proceedings
and after Secretary Tumulty had giv-
en some directions to the printing of-
fice, Terry promptly was put back on
the job.
MISSING BOY FOUND
DEAD UNDER GRAVEL BANK.
(;ieveluud, Ohio, Oct. 31. The body
L( John 8obozaki A y(Ws old, who had
be(,n lnis3ng trom llis lome gil)ce
June 14, last, was lifted in a steam- -
shovel being used In excavation work
from a gravel bank here this after-
noon.
The head was missing from the
portion of the body first found, but it
was dug out of the bank a few min-
utes later by workmen. Identification
was made by the police. The coroner
expressed the opinion that the body
had been buried accidentally in a cave
in while at play.
SAFETY FIRSIWAS THE
KEYNOTE
MEANS OF OBTAINING THE HIGHEST DE-
GREE OF SAFETY IN RAILROAD TRAVEL
DISCUSSED AT CONVENTION OF AS-
SOCIATION OF RAILWAY COMMIS-
SIONERS.
Washington, D. ('., Oct. 31. Means
of obtaining the highest degree of
safety in railroad travel formed the
keynote of today's final proceedings of
the annual convention of the National
Association of Railway commissioners.
Commissiouer Kilpatrick of Illinois,
in a report on "safety appliances,"
urged immediate and definite action
looking to greater safety in railway
travel.
Commissioner Hague of New York
was of the opinion, that the operation
of the standard signalling system
with the overlap "would have prevent-
ed most of the recent accidents on the
New Haven road."
He added, however, that the "hu-
man equation" was a considerable fac-
tor in the operation of any sort of
safety device and pointed out that
many railroads had reduced the speed
of their fast trains, thus increasing
the safety of travel, in his judgment,
fifty per cent.
He believed that the reduction of
excessive speed was an advantage not
only to the public, but to. the rail-
roads as well, "thus affording an im
pressive example of the folly or high iu"
.1 T. i..
oyn-- luiiiin-iiuw- ii in ui.lh i ,,i.n,j
to run trains behind time, than to take
long chances of accidents," he said.
NEW NATIONAL FOREST
DISTRICT IS CREATED.
A new forest service district has
'been created, with headquarters at
FAVORED BY GOV.
IN ADDRESS BEFORE THE NATIONAL
COUNCIL OF THE CONGREGA-
TIONAL CHURCHES HE SPEAKS
ON THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE
CHURCH RESPECTING MARRIAGE.
A MINSTER IS JUSTIFIED
IN REFUSING SOMETIMES
Kansas City, Oct. 3J. A plea for eu-
genic marriage was made in the course
of an address on The Responsibilities
of the Church Respecting Marriages,
delivered here Inst night before the
National Council of Congregational
churches by Governor Simeon E. Bald-
win of Connecticut. Tile speaker urg-
ed the enactment by the various slates
of legislation which will enable min-
isters of religion to determine whether
or not parties to the marriage contract
are fit before they perform the cere-
mony. He thought it time that minis-
ters ceased to marry couples without
any knowledge of their fitness, but he
did not believe that in order to prevent
such marriage the church should at-
tempt to influence legislation. He
thought that in this respect the Roman
Catholic church had the right idea.
"It contents itself mainly with look-
ing after the individual," he said, "and
In laying down rules for its own mem-
bers, as to matters of religion; not in
trying to get them to work for rules
to govern the conduct of others.
"It does not seem to me the duty of
the churches, as such, or of their mem- -
bers, as such, to urge upon leglsla- -
tures the improvement of our marriage
laws. The efforts of the church for
the betterment of society are to be ac-
complished through its Influence In the
formation and reformation of individ-
ual character. It has often been wrong
in trying to extend, in this direction
or in that, the domain ot statciiv. law.
After quoting statistics and review-
ing the awful consequences of mar-
riage between persons wholly unfit
to bring healthy children into lite
world, the speaker said that some
method ought to be devised whereby
the minister can learn of these condi-
tions, and refusing to perform the cere-
mony, inform the parents of either
party of the danger.
"The minister can hardly himself
institute or direct an inquiry," said
Governor llaldwin. "He can, however,
decline to perform the ceremony, un- -
iless he personally knows the parties
well, or is satisfied that, the woman or
her friends have made a proper inves-
tigation. Certainly he should never
perform it for those whom he knows
to be unfit to enter into the new rela
tion."
Contrasting the practice in this re-
spect between ancient and modern
times, the speaker said:
"It often happens that a hasty mar-
riage is agreed on, in n state where a
previous notice of some days is re-
quired and has not, perhaps cannot,
be given. A trip to another state, in
such a case, ought not, ordinarily, to
be suffered to work an evasion of the
home law."
"The Protestant churches, in refus-
ing to recognize marriage as a sacra- -
(Continued on Page Four.)
TWO MISSING GIRLS
ARE RECOVERED
THE POLICE RAID NEW YORK FLAT AND
FIND TWO GIRLS HELD CAPTIVES WHO
HAD DEEN ABDUCTED BY WHITE SLAV-
ERS DURING THE PAST MONTH.
New York, Oct. 31. Josephine Mc--
1ughlin, 1 years old, missing for
a week, and for whom the police had
been asked to search, was rescued to
.day from two alleged traffickers in
women who had kept her prisoner
8ince fhe n'Kht of her dlsappea ranee.
would consider being a witness and he n one generation it has not infrequent-gav-
me $20, sayln, 'here is a little y tma bujit p what, iu the next
era tion It has striven to pull down."
FRO M VERA
CRU
IS TRANSFERRED TO BATTLESHIP
MICHIGAN AND THEN STARTED
FOR PROGRESSO.-REPU- LSE FOR
REBELS AT MONTEREY, ACCORD-
ING TO FEDERAL REPORTS.
DALLAS HEARS WILD
TALE FROM CHIHUAHUA
Vera Cruz, Mux., Oct. 31. General
Felix Diaz and his companions put to
sea today on board the American bat-
tleship Michigan to which they nad
been transferred by Rear Admiral
Fletcher from the flagship Louisiana.
The course of the Michigan was laid
for Havana. No public announcement
of the departure of the refugees was
made and friends of General Diaz on
shore were unaware this morning that
he had left. Two German warships,
the Hertha and the Bremen, are now
In this port, the Bremen having just
arrived from St. Thomas.
Diaz to Progresso.
Washington, D. C Oct. 31. Gener
al Felix Diaz and his party are bound
to a point off Progresso, Yucatan
where they will be transferred to a
New York and Cuba mail steamship.
This Information reached the navy de-
partment today in a dispatch from
Rear Admiral Fletcher, commanding
the American squadron in Mexican
waters. The battleship Michigan,
carrying the refugees, should reach
Progresso tomorrow. Admiral Fletch-
er did not say on what vessel the re-
fugees would sail, atid no mention was
made of their ultimate destination.
Discusses Situation.
President Wilson and Counsellor
Jolin Bassett Moore, of the state de-
partment discussed the Mexican situa-
tion today at length. As most of the
members of the cabinet were away,
there was no session of the presi-
dent's official family. Since the presi-
dent will go to Princeton, N. J., to
vote next Tuesday, there will be no
cabinet meeting then and except for
Informal consideration in the interval,
it is not likely that any plan of action
will be discussed at a cabinet meeting
until late nwtt week, There was noth-
ing to indicate any prospects of
earlier action.
Mr. Moore did not discuss his talk
with the president.
The president had no other engage-
ments today, planning to devote him-
self for the most part to the Mexican
situation and the currency problem.
Secretary Daniels, of the navy de-
partment, returned from Mobile today
and had a long conference with the
president. He said he did not discuss
Mexico, but took up the question of
naval estimates. He indicated that the
number of battleships for this year's
program would not be decided for
some time.
Peace Missionary.
Tucson, Ariz., Oct. 31. Dr. Henry
Allen Tupper was at Hermosillo, a
today on a mission in connection
with his official position in the inter-
national peace forum. He denied that
he represented President Wilson in an
official way.
Dr. Tupper asserted that prospects
for peace in Mexico were brighter to-
day than ever. He has made several
trips into Mexico on peace missions
since the beginning of the Madero
revolution.
Hears Wild Rumor.
Dallas, Texas, Oct. 31. A dispatch
to the Dallas News from El Paso to-
day says Chihuahua City, Mexico, was
evacuated by federals yesterday, leav-
ing the city open to capture without
resistance by Pancho Villa's rebels.
Villa's men had occupied the outskirts
of Chihuahua before the abandon-
ment. The federals were said to have
retreated toward Juarez. The dis-
patch adds:
"Thousands of American and Mexi
can citizens, who were unable to
board the ten troop trains are panic
stricken. They have no means of get
ting away from the stricken city and
fear is had for their lives. Many be-
lieve the followers of Orozco will be
given no quarter by Villa during the
occupation of the state capital. What
few residents of the city have horses
and wagons are following in the wake
of the military trains, carrying all
their possessions with them."
The fear for Orozco's sympathizers
is based on resentment expressed by
rebels against him for fighting in the
federal army.
All News to El Paso.
El Paso, Tex., Oct. 31. No news
bas reached either El Paso or Juarez
of the evacuation of Chihuahua by the
federals or of an attack by the rebels.
The rebels are linown to have been
close to the city yesterday afternoon.
Juarez officials this morning claimed
to be in communication with Chihua-
hua by wire. They say the city is
quiet and that there are no trains on
the line between Juarez and Chihua
hua. Yesterday trains were reported
made up and ready to take the troops
out of Chihuahua for the north in the
event of a rebel attack.
Villa Advancing.
Mexico City, Mex., Oct 31. An
army of 2,000 rebels, commanded by
Gen. Villa known as "Pancho" Villa, Is
advancing today on the city of Chihua- -
IN APPEAL OF iCONVICTEO DYNAMITERS, jH- - clf D.ab an, Rfflcicy eTrtfotBuffa'' N' Y" wno llla(ie a 1 a
C. W. MILLER FOR THE GOVERNMENT, funds which is to be used in carrying
SHOWS EVIDENCE IN 50 INSTANCES the program adopted in the policy
committee report. He urged the
DYNAMITE HAD DEEN CARRIED lion of the new finance scheme and a
METHCD.'ST MEN IN SESSION AT
INDIANAPOLIS DECLARE FOR A
GREAT MANY MERITORIOUS MEAS-
URES, INCLUDING TITHING AND
TEMPERANCE.
ACCEPT RESPONSIBILITY
FOR 150,000,000 PEOPLE
Indianapolis, hid., Oct. 31. The
new report of the policy commission
of the National Convention of .Meth-
odist men was adopted unanimously
today and without debate. Bishop W.
V. McDowell, of Chicago, who read the
report, asked that it be accepted with-
out debate, so that the support of the
message would not be destroyed. The
report, iu brief, declares for a cam-
paign of personal evangelism; for the
bunging up of the youth in the church,
for the dedication of one-tent- of their
income to the church; for the hearty
support of all boards created by the
church; to assist in civic, industrial,
social and educational uplift and to re-
affirm the action of the general church
on higher education, for large funds
for poorly paid ministers and for the
cause of temperance.
The resolutions also contain a state-
ment, made yesterday, pleading for
the evangelizing of the world and ac-
cepting responsibility for 150,000,000
people.
Before the adoption of the report an
attempt was made to include a reso-
lution in behalf of the superanuated
ministers, but this failed.
Another resolution introduced by
the business committee urged the
laiety to assist the district superin-
tendents in adopting the new financial
scheme iu all the churches.
Bishop McDowell, in explaining the
report, said all the activities of the
church were not included for the rea-
son that the committee did not wish to
burden it with details to the exclusion
of its spiritual force.
"This is not a convention for the
passing of the tariff bill or for the re-
vising of the currency," said the
bishop. "It is a convention solely for
stimulating interest in the Kingdom
of God." ( ,
"No business in America today is
jin so great danger of being closed by
the sheriff as the Methodist church for
lack of business efficiency," declared
new business system.
The pledges to the fund ranged from
a prayer to $1,000 a year. The total
was not announced.
"If the Methodist church hopes to
continue to grow and prosper," said
President William H. Crawford, of Al-
legheny college. "It must maintain unl- -
jversities and colleges to train its lead
ders."
HEAD OF SALVATION
ARMY ARRIVES IN U. S.
New York, N. Y., Oct. 31. William
Bramwell Booth, who succeeded his
late father as head of the Salvation
Army, arrived in New York today on
his first visit to America. He will go
direct to Winnipeg and Toronto and
will then return to the United States,
stopping first at Chicago.
IMPORTANT DECISION IN
ORIENT R. R.
JUDGE POLLOCK AT KANSAS CITY, TO DAY,
SAYS REORGANIZATION OF K. C. M. &
0. CANNOT BE COMPLETED UNTIL
CONFLICTING CLAIMS ARE SETTLED.
Kansas City. Mo., Oct. 31. The
question of ownership of the Kansas
City, Mexico and Orient railway can-
not be settled and the re organization
of the compnay completed until the
conflicting claims of the bondholders
and the construction companies engag-
ed in finishing the road are straighten-
ed out. This decision was made today
by Judge John C. Pollock, ot the fed-
eral court m KansR9 clty Kan. ,ju(ige
Pollock appointed Clifford Histed, of
Kansas City, Mo., special examiner to
Investigate and submit proofs of the
claims of bondholders and construc-
tion companies.
The Orient company went into the
hands of receivers in March, 1912.
The federal court appointed sepa-
rate sets of receivers for the com-
pany's properties In Missouri and Kan-
sas, in Texas and Oklahoma, and in
Mexico. In all, eleven receivers have
charge of the property. About 800
miles of the road are in operation and
said to be paying expenses. Judge
Pollock last June began an effort to
settle claims against the road in or-
der that the property might be sold,
the company or the re-
ceivership otherwise lifted.
Until Mr. Histed has made his re-
port, no further action will be taken,
Judge Pollock said.
OAK CREEK MINERS
TO RESUME MONDAY
Denver, Colo., Oct. ;;i. Actual ef-
forts to disarm the strikers iu the
I.udlow tout colony will not be made
until tomorrow. This was the infor-
mation received today by Governor
Amnions from Adjutant General John
Chase. At the time- - the governor was
in long distance telephone communica-
tion with General Chase, the latter
was in the Ludlow tent colony with
.lohn R. Lawson, official of the United
Mine Workers of America. Negotia-
tions for the peaceful surrender of
arms by the strikers were under way
and, it was said, and would continue
throughout the day. It was not the
of Oeneral Chase to have tho
troops, which earlier left Trinidad,
enter the tent colony today.
General Chase reported to the gov-
ernor that the situation was quiet.
Might Precipitate Battle.
Trinidad, Colo., Oct. 31. Adjutant
General Chase, after conference with
his staff this morning, decided to enter
the Ludlow strikers colony, where
more than 1000 armed men have been
staying since the strike was called and
proceed with the disarmament of the
colony. Conferences continued during
the day, looking toward the formula,- -
tion of plans by which the troops
could enter I.udlow without precipi
tating a battle between them and the
strikers, a feat which the adjutant
general declared would be most dif-
ficult he ever had attempted.
With the exception of the strikers
there, strikers, are obeying the ad-
jutant general's orders and delivering
over the arms and ammunition. Lud-
low has shown no disposition, said the
military offtfficers, to act in accordance
wWi.Jherderg. which . are issuing:
from the militia.
Conditions at every mine camp and
strikers colony throughout last night
were unusually quiet, according to re-
ports from the adjutant general's tent.
The artillery will move toward Lud-
low some time today. General Chase
said they would have orders to halt
not closer than three miles from the
tent colony.
A platoon of artillery, escorted by
two Iroops of cavalry left Trinidad
this morning and moved in the direc-
tion of Ludlow.
The object of the movement is to
disarm the 1200 or more strikers ot
thr Ludlow tent colony.
A report received by Adjutant Gen-
eral Chase says that the strikers are
iu a sullen mood. All of the women
and children are said to have been
removed from the camp. Trouble is
feared when an attempt is made to
relieve the strikers of their rifles and
the arrival of the soldiers is expected
to be a signal for a battle or a general
exodus to the hills, where the problem
of rounding them up will be still more
serious.
Troops and artillery are moving
slowly with the cavalry reconnoiter-in- g
and it is not expected that the
colony will be reached until late to-
day.
Grant All But Recognition.
Steamboat Springs, Colo., Oct. SI.
The four large mining companies at
Oak Creek the Moffat, Juniper, Yam-p- a
Valley and Routt County Fuel com
panies today posted notices that op-
erations would be resumed on Mon- -
. lne minps have been closed
down since the beginning of the coal
miners' strike. Sheriff Chivington to-d-
swore in deputies to give protec-
tion to the miners who go to work on
Monday. The mines under normal con-
ditions employ 450 men.
The notices state that the companies
.
'
a (h , formpr
(employe can return to work on these
terms. The concessions made by the
onin!,mVs are as fDnowfl.
scales will be provided..
Raiiroad fare between Oak Hill and
iphilllpsburg will be abolished.
M:ners can board, room and trade
L.pr they please.
Two pay days a month will be giv
en.
All provisions of tho state mining
.)aws wm be observed.
day of nine hours.
Troops Ordered Back.
Trinidad, Colo., Oct. 31 The pla-
toon of artillery and the troops of cav.
airy which were dispatched to Lud-
low this morning by Adjutant General
John C. Chase for the purpose of forc-
ing a disarmament of the strikers in
that district were ordered back to the
Trinidad camp at noon today. General
Chase announced that no further at--
(Contliiued on page four).
(Deuter said ho wan Introduced to
Stiefel by Dennis Martin, said to be a
stale's witness, who is missing. Stie-
fel met him and Martin together a
few days later, he said, and gave them
$25 apiece. -
"He said we were using up money
too fast," said Deuter, "and told us we
would have to see Donahoe. He took
us to Douahoe's office.
"At my second visit to Donahoe he
told me Funk and Mrs. Henning had
been seen at the hotel together and
he wanted some bell boys as witnesses.
He said I would have to remember the
face of Mrs. Henning, as she wouldn't
be at the trial. He said I would be
well taken care of, that he would be
like a father to me, and that was the
way a lot of big men got their start.
"He gave me money every time I
went to see him, sometimes four or
five dollars and again as high as $S5
and $S7. Ho gave me $87 in January,
1012, a few days before I was mar
ried."
Deuter told of Donahoe having ob-
tained for him a position getting or-
ders for a grocer. The state asserts
that this position was a "blind."
Deuter testified that he received ?25
a week and worked iu the place seven
months during which time he ob-
tained three orders.
Mrs. Henning, principal witness for
the state, who became ill while testi
fying, will not be able to take the
stand again until Monday it was said
today.
Patrick J. Enright, a former bell
boy. told of meeting Stiefel, who
showed him a photograph of Funk and
later employed him at $3 a day after
he lost his hotel position. Enright j
said that all he had to do was to go
to the hotel and "watch what the
Funk people were doing."
Enright said that he reported to j
Stiefel a talk he had with "Edwin Sla- - j
vin" a hotel employe.
"Slavin said he knew Mr. Funk and
Mrs. Henning and that he had seen
them at the hotel." said Enright. j
DOUBLE KILLING
REPORTED AT
JUAREZ MEXICO
El Paso, Texas, Oct. 31 -R- amon
Russo, an Italian soldier of fortune ;
ana lormeny a major m uie .eu.
army in the Orozco revolt against Ma-- 1
dero, shot and killed his wife and then
took his own life early today. The
double tragedy occurred In Russo's
home in Juarez. Rusos and his wife
went to Clifton. Ariz., after the col
lapse of the Orozco revolt and they
returned from Clifton to Juarez two
months ago.
No reason for the double killing Is
known in Juarez.
SUNDAY SCHOOL 8UPT.
GOES TO PENITENTIARY.
New York. N. Y.. Oct. 31.
thaniel Laird, superintendent of a
Sunday school, was sentenced today,
to serve not less than one year nor
more than four years in Sing Sing
prison for the larceny of $49,000 from
his employer, the Kensico Cemetery
company. Laird's speculations ex
tended over two years. The money, he
said, was spent In high living,
ON PASSENGER TRAINS.
Chicago, Oct. 31. In answer to a
request of the court that the govern-
ment show proof that the dynamiters
convicted in the McN'amara plots
specifically intended to and did carry
explosives on passenger trains, Dist- -
rict Attorney C. W. Miller, of Indiana
today argued before the United States
circuit court of appeals that in every
instance in which the details of a dy-
namiting plot had been shown, the
dynamite had been carried interstate
in a passenger train.
The record showed at least fifty
such instances, he said, and there
was no evidence of any explosion, the
dynamite for which had been trans-
ported in any other manner. The gov-
ernment based its case on seventeen
transportations of nitro glycerine and
eight of dynamite, and all these of--
ifenses occurred within the year dur
ing which the Los Angeles Times build-
ing was blown up in October, 1910.
The labor union officials, who now
seek a reversal of their convictions,
at Indianapolis, last December, were
convicted only on evidence of their
violation of interstate regulation of
the shipment of explosives and not on
evidence of the destruction of life and
property. Mr. Miller told the court. He
said that the details of the explosions
were gone Into only to show that the
Ironworkers' Union had a motive to
destroy "open shop" contractors.
Mr. Miller named Eugene A. Clancy
of San Francisco, and Henry W.
formerly of Denver, as actual-
ly having promoted the shipment of
explosives in addition to being gu'lty
with President Frank M. Ryan, of the
Ironworkers' Union in the general con-
spiracy.
The argument will end today when
the court will take the appeal under
advisement. .
AMBASSADOR TO SPAIN
CALLS ON ALFONSO.
Madrid, Spain, Oct. 31 U. S. Am-
bassador to Spain Col. Joseph E. Wil-lar-
of Virginia, was received today
by King Alfonso. The ambassador
and his staff were escorted to the pal
ace, by a detachment of the royal
guards. Ambassador WIHard later in
the day called on Premier Dato and
the principal members of the Spanish
royal family.
King Alfonso, in reply to Ambassa-
dor Wrilliard's greeting, announced his
decision to raise the Spanish legation
at Washington to the rank ot an em
bassy.
He also requested Ambassador Wil-lar-
to convey to President Wilson
the expression of his sincere friend-
ship and wishes for the good fortune
and prosperity of the United States.
itlvelv rpfuse to reCogniZe thethe offi- - . ."District 7" IS , , , f, v numerous
A note imploring aid was written bytra"ve un ' wl "fa ,,a(s
snutfer8 of a w!ndow u
fluttered down before the feet of a
c,t, who notifled the polce. AOlo.t., q1j p ,ha i fol- -
cial designation of this latest adminis-- ,
and Florida, iormeriy controlled irom
Albuquerque.
It is stated by District Forester
Ringland that the need for creating
j
passage
wh,ch Wm au annua, prla.
tion for the purchase of mountainous
forest lands on watersheds within the
dia,riut wi,h headquarters iunew!owe(1 itllisan(i two prisoners were taken.'
"'the national capital became apparentThe girl told the police that she after the of the Weeks bill,
various southeastern Btates compris- - Wages will be increased on the fol-jin-g
the southern Appalachian inoun- - lowing scale: Hand mining. 55c a ton;
tains. j machine mining, 38c a ton; under- -
ground labor, 40c an heur; tipple men
INDICTED BANKER IS (30c an hour; unclassified labor, $2.30
FIRED ON FROM AMBUSH, 'a
Franklintown, La., Oct. 31. Hope
ner mo ners uome
of October 23 with a young man she
had met a few days previously, to
attend a dance. Her escort took her,
instead, to the flat from which she was
rescued. There she met a man and a
woman who conficated her clothes and
j
watched her closely.
John Hamilton, a driver, one of the
UiH's alleeed cantors, was locked up
Ipanlon was charged with disorderly
sho bm w namo wa K1I- -
zaUeth Clark and the police, searching
their records, found that her disap- -
pearance from home had been report-
ed a month ago by her father and
that a general alarm for her, too, had
been Issued.
The police are seeking the young
man who took the McLoughlin girl to
the flat.
was held out today for the recovery of
Houston D. Beckam, president of the
Citizens Commercial bank of Bogalusa
Iwho was fired on from ambush last
night near Cumraock. .
The bank suspended last May with
$131,000 in deposits. ..
Beckham and two directors were to
be placed on trial next month on In-
dictments returned in connection with
the failure.
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.ESr?CHiPL0YE m IS ON!TheRetam.f
THE INCREASEWonderful Stomach Remedy
Successfully Taken in Cases
of Stomach, Liver and Intes-
tinal Ailments.
No Reason Why Anyone Should Suffet
Such Disheartening Experience.
EGG PRODUCERS
Green Cut Bone and Meat, $3.50 per cwt.
Shells " "Oyster $2.50
Meat Scraps,
'....$ .05 " lb.Ground Charcoal, " "$ .03
Poultry and Stock FoodComposed ) ff ft C rwi
of Corn, Bran, Oats and Alfalfa, I v'9 pCl Inl.
GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE
And One Dose Has Often DispelledUCE,
IN CERTAIN OF OUR INDUSTRIES--I- N A
REPORTISSUED WILL BE FOUND ONE
REASON FOR THE CONTINUED SOCIAL
UNREST.
Years of Suffering.V 1 4J
SWEET RED PIIVVIENTOES, MT&S
I Wonderful (Stuff Correspondence.)ml tv,s; v. '3 Washington, D. C, Oct. 31. If the
newly appointed industrial conimis-- !
sion, whiuh is to inquire into theStoiiiachSemedyB V i.h i
WALKER'S RED HAT TOMATOES,
DYER'S BAKED BEANS,
ORTEGA'S PEELED GREEN CHILI
AND NEW COMB HONEY.
INTER GROCER! CIL
causes of industrial unrest, will send
t the new commissioner of labor sta- -will changethai tistics, Royal lleeker, and get a copy
jof the first publication issued by that
bureau since he became commissioner,
' it will find therein one very good rea- -long Face! LBGHTMayr's Wonderful Stomach Remedy son for "social unrest."n really be termed a wonderful rem- - This bulletin, just published, showsFECOUSTIE 40. idy and the benefits that it gives lna marked and continuing increase and
ii.any of the most chronic cases of j tendency toward unemployment inI!
Stomach Troubles lias spread its fame three important American industries
f'om one end of the country to the cotton, wool und silk. If the bl-
ether. No matter where you live jdustrial commission will examine the
you will find people who have suffer- - figures presented in this report and
'.d with Stomach, Liver and Intestinal jthen go back over the newspaper files
Ailments, etc., and have been restor- for the stories of the Lawrence and
ru to health and are loud in their Patterson strikes, and look up some
praise of this remedy. There is not of the statistics of child labor and y
but what one hears of the wonder1 j employment in southern cotton mills,
till resultg obtained from this rem-- j they may connect up some valuable in
Wo case of poisoned blood Is ever cured
until the Inst destructive gorm has been
imlnated from the system. And the only
that is assimilated In the tissues
nnd stimulates eellular activity to over- -
l ome harmful germs Is the famous blood
1' S. 8. S.
The skin is but s fine network of tiny
M f;d vessels, and the specific nelion of
S. S. 8. Is declared by eminent authorities
te he a pronounced stimulation of the activ-
ity of these cells.
The reason for this is in the peculiar
a lion of S. 8. S. which enables the cells
In 'ie skin to select from the blood the
ninr'iuent it requires for regeneration.Not only this, but If from the presence
of some disturbing poison there is a local
or general interference of nutrition to cause
bulls, carbuncles, abscesses and kidney
troubles, S. H. 8. so directs the local eells
that the poison is rejected and eliminatedfrom their presence.
This fact has been demonstrated year in
end year nut in a wonderful number of
cases of severe skin eruption that bad
seemed to be Incurable.
You can obtain 8. S. 8. at any well
stocked drug store, if you insist upon It,but be sure you are not talked Into some-
thing "just as good.'
S. 8. H. Is prepared by the Swift Specific
Co.. 21 r, Fwifr Bldg., Atlanta, Ga.
Write for their Illustrated book on skin
diseases.
THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH-
ODS,IN Electricity plays a most Impo-
rtant part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the mod-
ern home and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
desired.
edy and the benefits are entirely
l.atural, as it acts on the source and
CAPITAL COAL YARD
PHONE 85 MAIN.
oal sstsrut Wood
SWASTIKA LUMP FACTORY WOOD
CERRILLOS LUMP SAWED WOOD
STEAM COAL CORD WOOD
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T & S. F. RaHroad Depot- -
foundation of these ailments, remov-
ing the poisonous catarrh and bile
accretions, taking out the inflamma
tion from the intestinal tract and as
sists in rendering the same anti-pepti-
Sufferers are urged to try one
formation.
It appears from Commissioner
Meeker's report that there has been
a decline in the cotton industry since
1S80 of more than 8 per cent in nom-
inal full time hours per week. In the
silk industry this decline amounts to
5.S per cent, and in the woolen in-
dustry for the same period of time
the decline is more than 6 per cent.
What this decline means is an increas
iug irregularity of employment au in-
crease in "casual" employment.
The report shows that between 1S90
and 1900 the cotton mills ran on the
dose which alone should relieve your
EL PASO DEALER
(N REAL ESTATE
IS INDICTED POWERsuffering and convince you thatITIayr's Wonderful Stomach Remedysl.ould restore you to good health. Putit to a test today the results will bea revelation to you and you will re-
joice over your quick recovery and
NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
once again know the joys or living. average full time. The woolen mills
and the silk mills also ran full time
during this period. But during the
Send for booklet on Stomach Ailments
to Geo. H. Mayr, Mfg. Chemist, 156
Whiting St., Chicago; or better still,
obtain a bottle from your druggist.
For sale in Santa Fe, by Butts'
period between 1900 and 1912, an in
creasing Irregularity of running time
Is observed. For instance, the woolen
Drug Store, West Side of Plaza. 'mills which showed a relative nom
IS QUITE SO
NOTHING as to touch the button and
is ready to cook your
iron ready to use, your toasted
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacu-
um cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heat-
ed rooms. Electricity will do every thing
tor you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day and night' Estimates and full Infor-
mation cheeerfully given.
j Armed with extradition papers, hon
ored by Governor Colquit of Texas,
Deputy Sheriff E. C. Burtless, leaves
tonight for El Paso to bring back Will-
iam Moeller, said to be a wealthy resi- -
dent of the border town, says last
evening's Albuquerque Herald. Moel-
ler together with one F. W. Newman,
was indicted by the grand jury at the
spring term this year, on the charge
of obtaining money under false pre-
tenses. The transaction grew out of
the sale of lots in Las Cruces. A num-
ber of local people, it is charged, pur-
chased these lots and when they had
made payment were unable to secure
deeds to the property. It is also al-
leged that the property was misrepre-
sented and that instead of being locat-
ed within easy reach of the business
center of Las Cruces, the n
MERCHANT BY DAY
ROBBER BY NIGHT
San Francisco, Oct. 31. For five
'He West Point of the Southwest.
Ranked 85 "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.
War Department.
Loested In the beautiful Peoos
ValleT.3,700feetabove ses level,
sunshine every day. Opes sir
work throughout the entire ses-
sion. Conditions for physical
and mental development are
IDEAL such as cannot be found
elsewhere In America. Four-
teen officers and Instructors, all
tradsates from standard East-
ern colleges. Ten buildings,
nipdern in every respect.
Regent) :
E. A. CAHOON, President.
J. E. RHEA, t
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
JOHN W. POI, Secretary.
W. A. F1NLAY.
and Illustrated cala-
mine,
t For particulars
address,
COL. JAS. W.WILLSON, Supt.
l years William Bastain has been accept
ed by business men of this city as
a responsible citizen, with a profitable
wholesale jewelry business.
His property investments have been
numerous and large; thousands of dol-
lars have been sent by him to support
his mother in Germany, and his young
sister has had the best educational
l c.ut riSANTA FE WATER f
inal full time of hours per week in
1900 at 99.8 per cent, in 190-- showed
a decline of 97.9 per cent. In 1905 this
percentage rose again to 98.5, but Im-
mediately fell again, so that in 1910
the percentage was 9fi.l and in 1912
it had reached the low point of 94A
The decline in the silk industry wai;
from 99.0 to 90.6.
But the worst conditions for the
workers are indicated for the cotton
mills, which show the most marked
decrease in full time. In 1900 the rec-
ord shows that they were running
slightly overtime. In 1901 they were
running slightly under time, and since
1902 there has been a steady decline
in full time hours so that in 1912 the
percenage had fallen to 92.4.
The significance of these figures
lies in the fact thaMhey show an abso-
lute decline- ia real wages. Since in
practically every instance the number
of employes has Increased in these in-
dustries, the running of short time
means that this increased number of
employes have worked progressively
fewer hours per week and consequent-
ly that their real wages have declined
was located on a bald mesa many feet
above the town.
Moeller and Newman were indicted
some three years ago, but the indict-
ment was subsequently quashed. Last
spring the case was again presented
to the grand jury and a second indict
and social advantages.
Today he is in the city prison, a con-
fessed robber with a record covering
many years. He was captured withu ithe aid of a pet bull pup that pinned ment resulted. Newman's ' present
'whereabouts is unknown. ;I him in a corner as he stole througha back yard in the night.
"My work has been so easy it has
CORRICK LIVL.v .
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY
Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
HsHHsaHHsVHHsMaWlaasasssB! been laughable," Bastain told the de-tectives when he finally broke down. ROUTS A BURGLARWITH HER TEETHDENVER & RIO GRANDE RAILROAD CO
MISSOURI-PACIF- IC RAILWAY C0.1
"I have never been disturbed while
at work. The people I did business
with believed me to be what I repre-
sented myself absolutely. Jewelers
Williamsport, Penn., Oct. 31. After
she had fought 15 minutes with a burgTHE ST. LOUIS, IRON MOUNTAIN & SOUTHERN CO.
(WESTERN PACIFIC RAILWAY CO.
in proportion.
The telegraph is operated prin 104 DON GASPER ST. Telephone 9 W
bought my diamonds and the mint
took my melted gold without question
"I have always been a natural thief,
'and I have found it easy to steal
IfMiitrc Tint T am ntpK0 in lnlliner nr
cipally for the benefit of Wall street.
lar and had prevented him getting be-
yond the hall in the home of W. U.
Mussina, in Valamont, a suburb, Elsie
Miller, a seventeen-year-ol- servant,
found she was fighting a losing battle.
Then she sank her teeth into his
right hand and screamed lustily. The
fellow threw the girl on the floor, ren-
dering her unconscious, and escaped.
The man had called when the ser
It does not serve the public. That is
the indictment ' which has been
brought against the telegraph service
as we now know it in this country oy
the investigations which have been
conducted by congressmen proposing
to have the government take over the
SHORTEST LINE TO
DFNVER, COLORADO SPRINGS and PUEBLO,
Where Direct Connections are Made
FOR ALL EASTERN AND SOUTHERN POINTS
TRAVELERS TO THE EAST
will find every want anticipated In the modern high-cla- ss
service provided by the through sleeping car routes to St.
Louis over the Missouri-Pacific-Iro- n Mountain.
vant was alone and had pushed his
MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
License Nombzrs, 66-6- Day or Nif ht Phone, 130 Main.
Next Door to Postofflce.
wire services.
More than half the total telegraph
way Into the house when she respond-
ed to his ring at the door. Her em-
ployers found her on their" return
home, and she still suffered from her
business in this country is made up of
stock market, pool room and race
injuring. I had never been In a posi-
tion where I had to shoot until Friday
night. My reluctance to use my revol-
ver caused my capture."
Bastain was making his way across
the yard of the home of Ulrich
Friday night when the bull
pup discovered him. The uproar
brought Debrunner's daughter to the
scene, and while the dog held the man
she summoned the police.
Evidence to substantiate Bastain's
alleged confession is said by the police
to have been found In his handsomely
tilted apartment where he lived with
his young sister. The girl was Ignor-
ant of his source of revenue, he said,
and the police were inclined to believe
him.
experience today.track gambling messages. Less than
If! ner cent of the teleeranh business1
consists of social messages the kind A HAR MATHFRS
fj w W BF aw saw wrpeople write at the desks in the teleTo Salt Lake City and Pacific Coast THE FOUR PIGLETSgraph offices. Newspaper dispatches
compose a greater volume, but theTHROUGH LINE Points Denver & Rio Urande-Wester- nPacificRailway-Th- e Royal
Gorsre-Feath- er River Route, acknowledged to be the Scenic Bellefontaine, Ohio,
Oct. 31. A
Scotch collie that is mothering seven1
of her own puppies and four smallLine PAR EXCELLENCE of all America.
ASK FOR TICKETS SHIP YOUR FREIGHT
FROM SANTA FE
To El Paso, Bisbee, Douglass and all points in
New Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific
Goast, via NEW MEXICO CENTRAL to Torrance thence.
LEG AMPUTATED
AND WATCH STOLEN
principal use of the telegraph is to
further gambling stock and other-
wise.
There are something like. 25,000 tele-
graph offices in this country. The U.
S. postofflces number 67,000. Very
many telegraph offices are located in
little railroad stations.
The postofflces, even in the smallest
places, are located at a point con-
venient to the whole population.
In England one may drop into the
FOR INFORMATION AS TO RATES, ETC., CALL ON
WM. M. SCOTT, T. F. & P. A.,
244 San Francisco Street, Santa Fe'N. M- -
pigs is owned by J. SI. Thompson, of
Shelby County. The dog is eight
eight years old. The seven little pups
came in September. Three weeks lat-
er a sow, owned by Mr. Thompson,
gave birth to ten pigs. The mother
of the pigs died, and Mr. Thompson
tried to raise the motherless pigs by
the bottle method, but when six of
them died he put the remaining four
with the puppies, and all are now do-
ing well.
Philadelphia, Penn., Oct. 30 While
suregous of the Methodist Hospital
were amputating the feet of John
Guest, who was struck by a train at East
or
Bangor, Penn., Guest's gold watch was letter box a stamped telegram. This
The
Beststolen from his pocket. is picked up by a carrier and imme tf.m.it'Aik'tiil!!Mdiately telegraphed to its destination.The cost is a cent a word, with 12When he recovered consicousnessfrom the anaesthetic he missed the
J. CRICHTON,
Manager 4 Treasurer.
C. L. POLLARD,
Secretary.
L. A. HUGHES,
President.
cents as the minimum charge. The
telegraph is frequently used instead of
the telephone for acress-the-cit- y mes-
sages, so rapid is the service. England
timepiece. Suspicion fell upon Paul
Reiker, IS years old, an orderly at the
hospital, and he was arrested. He con-
fessed and was held for trial.
' WestRoute
FIVE MINUTE CURE
IF STOMACH IS BAD
When "Pape's Diapepsin" Reaches
Stomach All Indigestion, Gas and
Sourness Disappears.
You don't want a slow remedy when
This led to the discovery that an
For Rates and Full Information, Address
other patient, Frank Price, had been
robbed of a diamond stick pin while
under the Influence of either in the
owns her own telegraph system and
operates it as part of the postofflce.
Social messages between Englishmen
constitute between 50 and 60 per cent
ot the total telegraph business; in the
United States one never sends a tele- -
your stomach is bad or an uncertain EUGENE FOX, G. F. & P. Aft., El Paso, Texas.surgical ward, and Reiker confessed
that theft, too. one or a harmful one your stomachis too valuable; you mustn't injure itgram if it is possible to avoid it, and
the arrival of a telegram to the aver-
age household causes a shiver of ap-
prehension it usually means death or
with drastic drugs.
Pape's Diapepsin Is noted for its.
State of Ohio, city ot Toledo, Lucas
county, 66.
speed In giving relief; its harmless- -
accident. The possibilities of Bocial r.ess; its certain unfailing action In
Frank J. Cheney malrw ontn trial n
is senior partner of tno Arm of P. J.
Cheney & Co., doing business in the
Cltv of Toledt County and State
messages at low cost are unknown to regulating sick, sour gassy stomachs.
the American public. When congress NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO.
1 t ...1 A fn- - " .man Lewis gets ready to introduceaforesaid, anal mat said firm will pay
the sum ot ONE HUNDRED DOL- -
Lumber and Transfer Co.
(INCORPORATED)
LUMBER OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Shingles, Cement, Plaster, Roofing and Build-
ing Materials of Every Description.
AGENTS FAMOUS DAWSON COAL
GELKERAL TRANSFER BUSINESS AND STORAGE
his bill, these and many other per-
tinent facts will come out.
It? millions of cures in indigestion,
dyspepsia, gastritis and other stomach
trouble has made it famous the world
oer.
Keep this perfect stomach doctor in
your home keep it handy get a large
fifty-cen- t case from any drug store
and then if anyone should eat some-
thing which doesn't agree with them;
of what they eat lays like lead, fer-
ments and sours and forms gas;
causes headache, dizziness and nau-
sea; eructations ot acid and undigest-
ed food remember as soon as Pape's
LARS for each and every case of Ca-- !
tarrh that cannot be cured by the uae
of HALL'S CATARRH CURE.
FRANK J. CHENET.
Sworn to before me and subf'ibed
in my presence, this 6th day ot De-
cember, A. D. 188C.
(Seal.) A. W. GLEASON,
Notary Public.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken intern-
ally and acts directly upon the blood
"Elastic" Bookcase
and Desk combined.
A Dak Unit with few ot
many Book Units as desired.Thtonly perfect combinatiou
desk sod bookcase eveemsds.
Roomy, convenient attrac-
tive. Te want to show yo
its advantages and possi-
bilities. Ci 0, write or pboor
tatabMstit.
jEtl I
Coffee
Keep your money or
take it back unless that
can of Schilling's Best
coffee has given you com-
plete satisfaction. That's
what you bought it for.
In aroma-tigh- t cans, ever-fres-
40c a lb moneyback.
four Business Solicited." Diapepsin comes in contact with theEtomach all such distress vanishes. Its
piomptnesB, certainty and ease in
and mucous surfaces or the system.
Send for testimonials, free.
F 3. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by all Druggists, 75c
Take Hall's Family Pllli for con- -
titration.
overcoming the worst stomach disorFoot of Montezuma Ave.Phone 100 and 25 W. ders is a revelation to those who try
it.
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THE FOOLISH THINGS WE'LL DO THIS EVENING. and no plowing. If (lie or., jnot been plowed as it should have
teen for a long while, naturally, many
of the roots will come to the surface.
The sooner these are cut oil' the liet- -
" MyMamma Says
lis Safe
for Children!"
9 Swjil
If you nrw suta
C"iij.'ii. cnlil or Limy
hut, yM'l to liny HV.'llim-.-
ol' tli" iirt'itttM vnhio to you to
Vi'lnil l'kiiunt'n Attomcivi. U nieiifcilit
tin- Tlin;ti iintt I. uiis. litisfor iii;iu . Many wlnUhvv ii(
.iij:.it.'i iiii.i uswt it hnvv voiuni.'iiily hiivtl iliiit ir was the means of
nii!i: th.'Ir Itou.J this cnwe;
li incn ii r f.nii' voiirs I .whh troti-- i
v h
,i c.iiiL'li, which Ki'H'lually he--
.!:( ,r Ii.mI III u t BWt'.'ltH iltul
Im.iw in i,i v lii'st. I vu lojsiiiK my ap- -
It Hi i,:nl I,H- Nil t ll li mid weak
I nut .ill-ni- to n;y householdA iMi in v ilisi'Mftw
iVnithli- sati.silcci, 1 wus
t.y tJw of the Holy'
i lini.' Hos,if:l 'i ;,, , itiso .mtii-iiird mytroiiulf. uimI i, ..fii-ii'i- i nwiiy forrrt'iitmcut. .My i.. n. v vw.mm ., allow
j otnaiwww y
;j
Threat, C! jj
N mm 8 iah'ua. L,
i ter it will he for the trees. It' they are
j plowed in the fall, the broken off
j roots will have a longer time for the
wound to callus over, eo that by spring
will lie easier for the large number
I of fibrous roots to grow from the end
of the did mot. The plowing under of
Jthe orchard soil in the fall or early
j winter will also destroy many insect
iliosiK and ewKs which may be in the
irash, weeds or surface soil. By deep
plowing the soil is better aerated, and
j it will afford a larger moisture reser-
voir. This is particularly important
in sections where there are winter
rains ami snows.
j Aside from Iho winter plowing, the
orchard should be Irrigated once or
twice during the season. If the soil is
in fair moisture condition at the time
FOLEY Jvk.iiinn'ti Al- -
'The Children's Chil
me to iio mm! I n
Ucf.ui' I h.ui
'in three ic';s l i,ii
Illicit HVVCatH ft'lli'l. p;
rclit-vM- ciiiikIi hci
left mo, iiml I n
K ' ' II ttlu IllHll-
inMrkwi relief,
in thy breast
'ic ;nn) easy,ift'ttinir
ui'll. My lu'iilth htr'.'ani Itilll. I Hilt
In health tin A Jiiiil have b:n
dren" are now using
Foley's Honey and Tar
Compound and it is to-
day the same safe effec-
tive and curative med-
icine thattheirparentsfoundit. Forallcoughs,
colds, croup, whooping
cough, bronchitis,hoarsenes and tickling
in throat, use it. It
gives satisfactory
HOSJElf
TAR
FOR
Coughs Colds
CONTAINS NO OPIATES
that frost comes, it would probably be
better to plow before irrigating. If it
is dry, as oflen happens, it can be irri-
gated, and as soon as the soil is dry
rur twi-Iv- veiC'N.
iSin.-(l- iMUS.) MAUV WASSON.
'iii.- IM, titvMi. S. 17ih St., I'hlia.lAltiivc :ii.lre ialcil; mnri tu reqne-Kt.-
nut u k Altt rative lias becu proviMi by
iiuiuv yraiV to be ionr. tt'tleaoiiumf ir srvere Tin Dtt eiiil l.ninr Affert Ioiih,
linmr-Jiit- Itn-n- h tit AstlmtH. Ktubborn
CnJiN a in tn upbuilding the HywlernCoiititins no poisoim fir
Ask for Imoklet trliini?
of ri'i'iivi'i . Jiinl rite to
Ijfbonitoiy, I'hilinlflplii;), I'm., for
Krtlo by all JeadliiK" druKSit
enough tor a plow to scour well, it.
may be plowed under. Whether the
plowing should bo done after or before
irrigation depends altogether on the
j lecal conditions, and the orchardist
himself may decide this point better
and by Zook's Pharmacy in Santa Fe.
ofl'er you my most sincere thanks for
your favor in sending me a copy of
your beautiful work, "Illustrated His-
tory of New Mexico," which will not
only be of great utility and entertain
than anybody else. The point to keep
iu mind is to plow the soil thoroughly
and irrigate the orchard either before
or after.
HALLOWE'EN FETE
COMPLETE SUCCESS
THE HATPIN IS A
DEADLY WEAPON
Another thing that should be done
is to remove all of the weeds and
trash along the fences on the outside
of the orchard. Aside from improv-
ing on the appearance of the place,
ment, but also will constitute a very
lasting remeniberance of you and of
the kindness of youraelf and of your
fellow citizens, who dirt so much to
make so agreeable my stay in Santa
Fe.
With distinguished consideration. I
remain your attentive friend and ser
vant.
(Signed) JUAN RIAXO.
Chicago, Oct. 31. John Neimetz.
holdup man, died of a hatpin wound
here. When Miemetz attacked Mrs.
Josephine Karmuenisk recently, the
woman, who is six feet tall and weighs
two hundred pounds, stabbed her as-
sailant behind the ear with her hat-
pin. The wound incapacitated him for
fight. Blood poisoning set in, result-
ing in his death.
many orchard pests are by this mean
! destroyed.
. The Big Hallowe'en Fete being held
this afternoon and evening is an as-
sured success, and early this morning
the Armory and Library buildings
were alive with prominent members
of the Woman's Board of Trade, all
looking after their different branches
of the work. A wagon with a large
streamer, loaded with dodgers and
hand bills is parading the streets, and
certainly not a man, woman or child
in Santa Fe does not know about it.
The big supper will start promptly
DucMMff for APPcey
TACKING x
FRISCO ATTORNEY GOES
TO THE SOUTHERN PACIFIC.
New York. N. Y., Oct. 31. F. H.
Wood, who has been general attorney
for the Frisco lines, has been appoint
DON JUAN RfANO
! THANKS MR. READ
FOR HISTORV
An interesting letter has been re-
ceived by Attorney R. M. Read from
Spain's minister to the United States,
Don Juan Riano, who was the guest of
the city of Santa Fe and of the Santa
Fe Chamber of Commerce some weeks
ago.
IT'S TAKING A "SOURDOUGH" TO SHOW ;UNCLE SAM HOWlSKsvs
m cum I hp on I in iiipii PROP. F. GARCIA
at 6 p. m., at the Library and an extra
large crowd has been provided for, so
that no one need feel that if he is a
little late he will not get the best of
ed general attorney and commerce
counsel of the Southern Pacific com-
pany, effective November 1. He buo-cee-
Jas. G. Wilson, resigned,
iu onir nio uuhl in hlhorh. Now is the time for Hie orchardist
to begin his orchard work for next
year. The practice of leaving all or- -
JACK DALTON IS THE MAN THE GOVERNMENT HAS PICKED TO TR ANSPORT THE NAVY TEST BITU-
MINOUS AND HE'LL BRING IT TO TIDEWATER 800 MILES IN JUST TWO MONTHSI It will be remembered that Mr. Read For quick results,
little "WANT."chard work until spring, as a rule does was one of the speakers at the ban-no- tbring satisfactory results in tbei(met tendered the dinloinat at the Teto spend several weeks. The miners
Vargas hotel and that Mr. Read spoke
everything. The supper will continue
through until all are served.
The different features of the Fete
being carried on this afternoon at the
Armory are being attended by large
crowds, and from present indications
there will be a complete clean-u- of
everything in sight. After the sup-
per has been finished the Grand Finale
Ball will have the attention of the
crowd, and with the latest music and
a perfect floor the Big Fete promises
to wind up in a blaze of glory.
Don't forget the supper: 6 p. m. to
8 p. m.-5- 0 cents.
,L . i..e ii iito (. tempmaiy uua, ,ong say8 ,he Meat hnlu,tin o!
camp ill which they have worked, (he Asl.icuUm.aI ExpermPIlt station,They sleep in a bunk-hous- and eat in (;,( college , M
at some length on the glorious his-- ;
tory of New Mexico. Mr. Read has
senl the minister a copy of the history
Coffee
Let's 1)0 cheerful,
inexpensive help is a
The first orchard operation should
be the plowing under of the orchard
uie navy mess-ienr- . i ne cook is a
"sourdough" who knows how to turn
out meals worth going all the way to
An
fine
cup of coffee at the right
time; aliove all, for hreak- -
he has written on New Mexico, so that
T)on Juan Riano may know more about
the Sunshine State.
In reply the diplomat, has sent the
following letler, which Is translated
from the Spanish:
Spanish Legation,
Washington, D. C.
Washington. Oct. 2:1, IMS.
soil, l'low deeply: six or more inches.
Flow both ways. The winter plowing
o' an orchard in this section of the
country undoubtedly is a very import-
ant orchard operation. Some objec-
tions of this work are sometimes cited
by fruit, growers, for the reason that
thev say that the deep plowing will
Alaska to sample. Alaska shepp are
brought in by an Indian hunter, and
this, with spruce hens and brook
trout, form the fresh meat supply.
There is a camp labratory, and far-
ther down the lino the tents where
Consulting Kngineer Evans and bis as- -
RiRfqil I(V!Mit aro tnrfiijify out aCCUt'- -
davWllellWork for the New Mexican, it li
working for you, for Santa Fe and
the new state.
last,
YOllll
is
Read, Seliilliim's si inbreak off many of the roots. Due of Mr. Henjamin M.
the things that should be kept in mind My dear sir anu nist mguisnect
New Mexican Want Ads work while
you sleep. friend : ina-tig- cans is fine
fee prosei-vci- l in its
nia.
The press of business when T re- -
turned from my travels in the west,
prevented me from answering until
now your amiable letter of the 10th
in growing fruit trees is to have as
deep a root system as possible. Do
not encourage surface roots, lly sys-
tematic and continuous deep plowing,
the surface roots can be materially
reduced. What produces surrace
roots? It is usually light and shal-
low irrigations, shallow cultivation,
I Majestic Cafe I Cleanly granulated:and tins; 40c a IDInst., fur which T beg to bo avriiRedEnclosed f remit the photograph you
ask for, and take this opportunity to
ARE GOING BACK TO ICE AND SNOW AND GOLD. -- DISCOVERERS
OF SHUSHANNA CAN'T STAND LUXURY.
THE SANITARY
SHORTOBDERRESTRURRNT
REGULAR MEALS.
Open Day and Night.
Best Equipped, Most Modern.
Special Dinner Parties.
ROMULO LOPEZ, PROP.
SANTA FE, - - NEW MEXfCO.
"JIM BILLY" DOESN'T LIKE STEAM-HEATE- ROOMS. AND SERVICE
OF "A SWELL HOTEL" PREFERS "MUSHING IT" OVER TRAIL,
Screening the Alaska Coal for Uncle
Sam's Test; Below a Group of the
Miners Who Took Out the Coal at
Camp Daniels.
(By Fred L. Bolt.)
Special Correspondence.
Seattle, Wash., Oct. 30. I found
Billy James and his wife in a "swell"
hotel.
Somehow they didn't seem to be-
long there.
They had just come down from the
north, where "Jim Billy" and his wile
Nels Nelson made the "big strike" in
the Shuslianna.
"Jim Billy" is a big man. ".Tim
Billy" can go days at a time without
saying a word.
His wife is different. She is
motherly, and warm-hearte- and en
(By E. O. Sawyer.)
Special Commissioner to Alaska
uiruxarLaruuuiuin nnmu uu nnarin h
the Daily New Mexican.
Camp Daniels, Alaska, Oct. 30.
Transporting 800 tons of coal from an
inland point to tidewater without a
railroad in Alaska is a job for a "sour-
dough,' 'not for Uncle Sam at least
not yet!
It cost the United States navy de
"River's froze over solid from Janu-
ary to March most years," said Dalton
on returning. "That means handling
800 tons of coal in just two months!
joys sociability.
"Billy isn't much for talking," she
explained. "For myself, it's mightypartment $25,000 to learn this little
lesson in "ground and water packing."
HALLOWEEN
HIES 1
ate maps of the coal deposits for the
government files. There is a drain-
age system for the camp, and the
grounds are kept cleaner than most
city parks.
Over at the mine there is just as
much system in operation as if it was
the biggest mine in the world. The
fire boss tests for gas every time the
men enter the workings, and canvas
ventilating systems provide fresh air
pleasant to be down here and see so
many folks. We never saw a white
man, except when we came to Dawson
for supplies just Indians. And 1 was
glad to see even an Indian, it was so
You'll have to get a move on, Doctor,"
he ended.
"You are mistaken. It's you who
wtll have to get a move on!" replied
Dr. Holmes.
"I have figured out that no one but
They tackled the job over at Bering
river last year and ran the estimated
cost of that expedition from $75,000 up
to $100,000, leaving only $50,000 for
the present Matanuska coal test. lonely. Billy's sort or a chief among
the Indians. They named him 'JimGet them from us andbe sure they are right So this time they v.rz going to let a 'sourdough' packer and freighter
can
handle this job. This coal must be at in the drifts.After inspecting the entire field of"Jack" do it!
"Come along and give us a few tips tide water next spring in good condi-
tion and ready to load aboard the war operations
Dr. Holmes expressed
complete satisfaction with the work
Billy.' Got it turned around, you see
Billy James 'Jim Billy.' "
"You've been long iu Alaska?" 1
asked.
"Ten years," continued "Jim Billy's"
wife. "I'm most as much of a 'sour
ship sent to Cook's inlet to carry It
south, and I believe you are the man
on how to solve this problem, saia
Dr. Holmes, director of the bureau of
mines and chief advisor of the navy's
coal expedition to Matanuska to Jack
dough' as Billy. And for three years j
Billy and I were in the woods togeth- - j
er."
Dalton when they met at Cordova.
Dalton, who is the pioneer packer
and freighter of Alaska, accepted the
and complimented the men of the ex-
pedition.
There Is every proBpect that we
will have a rough time traveling the
206 miles from here to Seward, as
winter weather is due. The route from
Knick lies down Knick arm and up
Tornegan arm, which has the second
greatest tide in the world, the rise and
fall varying from 42 to 50 feet, and at
this time of the year the wind blows
for the job!"
It took a lot of talking and arguing,
for Dalton had other plans. He finally
agreed, declaring that the salary was
no object, but that he would tackle
the job in the hope that his efforts
might hurry the opening of the coal
fields and the development of Alaska
by the U. S. government.
"But 1 won t lacsie the job unless
I can buy my own outfit," he con
The following prices on High
Grade Chocolates and other
Fancy Candies show why
we should get your candy
business :
Chocolate Vanilla. ...... ,25c lb.
Chocolate Nougate 25c lb.
Chocolate Walnut Tops.. 25c lb.
Chocolate Raspberry 25c lb.
Chocolate Lemon 25c lb.
Chocolate Strawberry. . , .25c lb.
Chocolate Orange 25c
Elpam 25c lb.
Chocolate Maple 25c lb.
Cocoa Fruit Squares 25c lb.
Cocoanut Bon-Bon- s 20c lb.
Three years in the wilderness, the
man and the woman together, mush-
ing along perilous trails, crossing
glaciers, fording rushing rivers, wad-
ing through tundra swamps, scaling
mountains, questing for gold along
creeks that have their beginnings.
God knows where!
Three years! There were times
I
.1... t,r,,.
down the channel, kicking up a sea
which Is the dread of local mariners.
invitation.
After looking at conditions here he
said :
"This river is too shallow for boats,
so it's plain that somebody is going to
have bis hands full with a regular-man's-slze- d
job sledding coal out of
here this winter. Looks like bob sleds
and heavy horses to me. Wonder how
hard the Matanuska freezes?"
No one answered him and he wan-
dered over to old man O'Brien's cabin
to talk over the ice situation, the lat- -
The trip will be worth writing about
even if we escape rough weather, for
cluded. "That means a trip to Seat-
tle. If we wait for the next steamer
up Cook's inlet, it will be too late, so
we better hit the trail to Seward in
it parallels the route proposed by the
Alaska railway commission for a gov were dog-tire- when it didn't seem
worth while to go oil. But they didthe morning." ernment railroad to coal fields from
tidewater.The necessity of hurrying away is go on, just as we of the cities go on,
a)l hunting for gold.And by and by they found it!My next letter
will tell you
Gum Drops 17c lb.
Jelly Beans 17c lb.
Home Made Taffy 20c lb.
Peanut Butter Kisses, the
biggest selling confec-
tion in town ....20c lb.
ter having; wintered here for the past iot roliphed by those in the party,
three years. I Camp Daniels is an ideal spot in which about it.
"We'd piospected the Bonanza."
'Jim Billy's" wife. "Billy, here,. said
WALL STREET. "Jim Billy" and his wife, the discoverers of the Shushanna gold fieldin Alaska, to which miners have stampeded by the hundreds.will and the only impediment, to the
row.
decline was intermittent buying for The market closed steady. The
the short account. j earlier decline In prices were regard- -
rll mnnev nnenert ut R ner eent nnrt e having pretty Well discounted
We are not offeting you
cheap candles, but HIGH
ORADB FRESH aoODS, and
at these prices for this week
only.
New York, Oct 31. Sentiment was the developments in the money mardecidedly pessimistic again today, renewals were made at that figure,
compared with five per cent yesterchiefly because of the depressing news
bearing on financial, industrial and
and Nels, and me. And where the
Bonanza runs into the Johnston we
found coarse gold $9 worth of it.
"I've had to laugTT since at the
stories told about that gold. Some
said there was $90, some $900, and
some $9,000. But it was coarse gold
and looked good; so Nels sets off for
Dawson for a grubstake from the
Shushanna to Dawson is 320 miles,
and Nels traveled afoot! "and Billy
and I went on till we came to the Lit-
tle Eldorado. The Ice was out, and
we saw more outcroppings of rock
than before. And Billy says:
" 'I guess I'll try a pan.' There was
$8 in that pan!" said "Jim Billy's wife.
ket and shorts accordingly began to
pick up stocks before the session end-
ed. This buying imparted renewed
firmness to the final operations.
Weak spots were uncovered and
the market yielded despite some re-
laxation in the call money rate. Pres-
sure was not very effective outside of
Reading.
It was then they knew they had
reached the end of their three years'
search.
"What did you say?"
"Jim Billy's" wife laughed. "'Ob
Billy!' I guess."
"And your husband?"
"Billy, he didn't say a word, if
remember just tried another pan."
The grub was getting low. They
waited for the return of Nelson, who
was bringing back from Dawson his
friends, Taylor and Doyle, who spread
the word of the "Big Strike." The
stampede started. There's a good siz-
ed town in the Shushanna now. It
took Nelson six weeks to go and re-
turn.
They took out gold assaying $30,-00- 0.
They can sell their claims for a
fortune and live the rest of their
lives In steam-heate- suites in "swell"
hotels. They can, but will they?
"Going back?" I asked.
"January," said "Jim Billy." It was
bis only contribution to the interview.
day. Active selling was confined
largely to the first hour and after that
time the list held steady, with quota-
tions slightly above the lowest.
Bonds were easy.
The market held its ground well In
the face of a 10 per cent money rate,
loss by the banks to the
ModernGroceryCo.
"The Quality Shop"
PHONE 262.
political conditions. There was no es-
sentially new feature in the days de-
velopments but the information on
which the street relies in formulating
speculation operation was of the same
unavoidable nature as that which has
been received daily for some time
past
Professionals dislodged stocks at
of $6,000,000 and expectation of an Ads alwayswtmnnntuin(uuinuiruir,ninj New Mexican Wantbring result. Trxunfavorable bank statement tomor- -
SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN. FRIDAY, OCTOBER 31, 1013.
ENGENIC MARRIAGE FAVORED
BY GOVERNOR BALDWIN. mlDRY FARMERS MEET INWICHITA NEXT YEAR.
clergy under an established church
and that owing by a Protestant min-
ister in this country. The Church Of
England, before and after fho ph nf(Continued From Page One.)
' ' ; 1IlH commonwealth, was a part of themenu have lett their ministers a tree civil government of JSnglaud It was
,hand, as long as they keep within the llut a separate body. It had no cor- -law of the Jurisdiction. Where either prate organization. It was .inni.
Tulsa. Okla., Oct. 31. The Inter-
national Dry Farming congress in ses-
sion here adopted resolutions yester-
day recommending the appointment of
a national agricultural research com-
mittee by the United States to provideNEGRO UNDER ARREST IN
CANADA WANTED IN U. S.
I. ritLD FOR "NATURAL"
ACTORS OUR LITTLE BOYS AND GIRLS.
party to a divorce is, under the decree an incident of the civil authority. Itsof the court, disqualified from marry- - bishops and priests celebrated mar-in- g
again during the life of the other, ringe, as plluilc officers, and as the
an attempt to do so, whether in the onlj, authority by which the cere-stat- e
granting the divorce, or else-- ! nlonv could be nerformed.Cincinnati, Ohio,
Oct. SI. Cincin
nati police anxiously awaiting a photo-- ! where, ought not to be countenanced
funds to support it. The aid of Presi-
dent Wilson and Secretary of Agri-
culture Houston will be asked in se-
curing the appointment of the com-
mission which the resolutions suggest
should be composed of nine members
and a resident secretary who would
report within two years the exact
status of agriculture development inthe United States.
"This anciently was the general rule
throughout all Christendom."who is about to be placed on trial in only in the state where it is enacted,
and therefore a marriage in a statuj Montreal, Canada, for the murder ofCharles Muir. The Montreal police
believe that lie may be Chas. Jones,
iliy Gertrude M. Price.)
This is perhaps the most wonderful
trio of children in the world!
She is Baby Lillian Wade and they
are Fred and Allan Turner!
other than that where the judgment
was rendered, is, at common law,
legally valid. It is, however, some--(sought as the slayer of Belle Courte
u.s. may join
crusade for
disarmamentBaby Lillian is the star of. the
wonderful wild animal pictures which
thing contrary to that spirit of comity
.and mutual respect which should al- -'
nay, a white woman, here, three years
ago. The headless body of the woman
was found in a sewer and for ten days
remained unidentified.
Nothing had been heard of Jones
j since he was seen with the woman a
short time before her death.
the Selig Polys-cop- e company send
out. j
The Turner twins are head-liner- s
DETAILS LEARNED OF
PLOT AGAINST OFFICIALS
Managua, Nicaragua, Oct. 31. De-
tails officially were made public today
of the conspiracy against the lives of
President Adolfo Biaz and his cabinet
ministers, in connection with which
several arrests were made Wednes-
day night.
The president had planned to hold
ways characterize the deallngs of the
.;uthorities of one jurisdiction with re-
gard to the orders of ."those of any
other. To get all the facts, no min-
ister ought to marry a divorced per-ten- ,
without first reading a copy of
i.ie judgment.
"Hut in most of our American states
Washington, D. C, Oct. 31. A dis-
cussion of international disarmament
was brouglrt- up in the house by Rep-
resentative Hensley of Missouri, a
Democrat, who ineffectually sought ac-
tion oti- - a resolution expressing the
sentiment of the house for
with the naval holiday proposed
of vaudeville and seasoned "movie
actors!
There has probably never been a '
field In which there was so much op-- 1
portunity for clever child work as in
the moving pictures. j
Naturalness Is the open sesame to
success in the picture business! j
And the child is, above all others, I
by the British lord of the admiralty, a cabinet council iu his official resi-dence at five o'clock on the evening of
jTO BE TRIED FOR BURNING
YACHT FOR INSURANCE
New York, Oct. 31. Captain John
Albert Fish, a member of the New j
York Yacht Club, and formerly a civil j
engineer with the British army during j
the Boer war, was arraigned in the
Winston Churchill.
a divorce for adultry does not entail a
..ohibition of remarriage.
"Jesua Christ accepted the rules of
il government which he found es-
tablished. He was a subject of the
October 29. A number of conspira-
tors gathered at a house in the vicini-
ty at that hour with the intention of
attacking and assassinating the presi-dent and his colleagues.
Representative Slayden of Texas,
said he understood President Wilson
and Secretary Bryan were in accord
with the idea and Representative
Mann of Illinois, the Republican lead-
er, while objecting to a vote until
more members were present, said he
Koman empire. He was for giving to
Caesar what belonged to Caesar.
Rome committed the power of divorce
at will to the Roman husband. Later
federal court today charged with hav-
ing burned the yacht Senta in Edgar-;tow- n
Harbor, Mass., three years ago
for the purpose of collectine Ul.i.OOO INCREASED INTEREST IS
TAKEN IN MISSIONARY WORK.
Topeka, Kan., Oct. 31. That the
favored it as a means of saving milinsurance. The maximum punishment
j eitller Party couId dissolve the mar-
is life imprisonment. Fish was relation at pleasure. No
dieted after losing his suit against the judicial decree, or action of any
States Lloyds to recover the lie authority was required. The
lions of dollars.
Speaker Clark declared that when German women of America and
Europe are taking an increased in
most likely to be without mannerism
or affection. Then, too, the typical
"movie'- - picture must needs have so
many home scenes and family scenes
that, without the children, there could
be little attempt at reality.
Many patrons of the moving picture
have been heard to say that they like
the. children and the children's scenes
better than any other feature of the
play.
So it comes that the child w ith a lit-
tle histrionic ability and much of the
li.born quality of naturalness, which
has not yet had opportunity to rub off,
finds 'good work, pleasant environ-
ment and short hours In the picture-producin-
places of the country.
This trio of clever children is an ex-
cellent example of the popularity and
following which very small folks may
(Insurance, ' ' j Hebrew, in this respect, if not a
He was held today In $15,000 bail (Roman citizen, followed the Mosaic
j law. When Jesus spoke of the hus- -
the entire house membership got back
to Washington he wanted to see the
resolution paBsed, and gave notice
that he would later deliver a speech,
going over the armament situation the
world over. He declared that Ger-
many had been used "as a raw head,
ICHINESE STUDENT GIVES (band's putting away his wife for
terest in mission work, was shown in
a report given today by Miss Louise
Rothweiler, of New York, at the meet-
ing of the Women's Foreign Mission-
ary society of the Methodist Epis-
copal church. The receipts for the
year from these women for mission-
ary purposes were $26,588 a notable
increase over previous years. '
REASON FOR BREAKING RULE adultry and nothing less, he must
have had in mind the power of the
Madison, 'Wis., Oct. 31. A Chinefw man under the then existing usages of and bloody bone and as a great" terrorstudent, John Young, today was be-- Hebrew society and religion. Divorce to Americans" in the past during na(fore the student court at the slat,-- : was a private right. It proceeded from val debates. Action on the resolution
was deferred indefinitely.(university for failure to wear thfjno public authority. To the JewishJgreen cap for freshman. He gave the j husband, who could put away his wife
following defense: ; ,for any cauBe at his 0Wn discretion,
"The greeir cap is a token of divne said,-tha- t he must to be a follower
grace in China. When a man's wife In ;of His use this power only in case of
MURPHY CALLED
BEFORE GRAND
JURY OF NEW YORK
untaitntul to him, people point to hin (adultry. He did not assume to passin Bcorn and so he has to wear tlia
CONVICTED MURDERER
IS DENIED A NEW TRIAL.
Atlanta, Ga., Oct. 31. Leo M. Frank,
sentenced to hang for the murder of
Mary Phagan, was denied a new trial
today by Judge L. S. Roan, who pre-
sided over the trial at which Frank
was convicted. This decision means
that Frank's only hope now lies in the
supreme court, to which an Immediate
appeal will be taken.
win as a result of their screen work.
They live at opposite sides of the
continent, yet their faces are likely to
be shown in the same city on the same
night and, perhaps, in the same the
at re.
Baby Lillian lives in Los Angeles
and plays with the California Selig
company.
green cap."
Young said that although his coun-
trymen don the green cap here to show
their desire to live up to the Wisconsin
customs, it is nevertheless with some
qualm. His case was dismissed.
upon what the state might do.
"In modern times, the state denies
any right of the husband to divorce at
will. It regards marriage as a civil
contract. It believes it to be best to
allow the contract to be dissolved for
certain causes by an impartial public
tribunal. In taking this attitude, it
New York, N. Y Oct. 31 Charles
F. Murphy, leader of Tammany hall,
was among the witnesses cited to ap-
pear at the John Doe pro-
ceedings into the charges of corrup-
tion against Tammany, made by John
seems to mo wholly within Its rights. A. Hennessy in recent speeches in be-
half of the fusion ticket in the mayor- -1 1
IOWA INTERURBAN
SOLD AT RECEIVER'S SALE.
Boone, la., Oct. 31. The Fort
Dodge, Des Moines and Southern
Railway was sold at a receiv-
ership sale at 1 o'clock this afternoon
city campaign.
The hearing, set for late this after-
noon before Chief Magistrate
concerns mainly the allegations
as to campaign contributions.
The twins live in New York and
have been with the Rex, Republic and
Famous Players Moving Picture com-
panies.
Their father, Joseph Allan Turner,
is technical director of the Famous
players.
They are only six years old. They
have been with "The Red Mill," "The
Charity Girl," with Eddie Foy in "Over
the River" and with Valeska Surat In
vaudeville!
The resemblances between them is
so baffling that even their own rela-
tives cannot tell them apart!
BARONESS IS ADVOCATE
OF HEALTHY AMUSEMENT.
Ashbury Park, N. J., Oct. 31. Baro-
ness De Laveleye of Belgium made a
brief plea at the fortieth annual con-
vention of the National W. C. T. IT.
yesterday for the establishment of
places of healthy amusement, where
temperate refreshments could be ob-
tained to offset the dance halls.
"I am sorry to see such a thing as
If so, a minister need not scruple, sub-
ject to one possible exception, to re-
marry persons who have been divorc-
ed, where the civil laws do not forbid.
The possible exception is, of course,
where adultry occurred during the
previous marriage. The reasoning of
Christ seems to me to cover such
cases, but the letter of his words does
not.
"A minister is never bound to marry
to Rollin B. Fisher, representing the
Old Colony Trust company of Boston.Hennessy visited the district attor
ney this atternoon and asked to be 'ex-- for $3,800,000. This is said to mean
cused from testifying until next week, that the bondholders will retain con- -K BABY LILLIAN AND THE TURNED TWINS.
explaining that he wanted to save his
i 3000 young people dancing the tango
and drinking In America, because I every cne who asks it. Here he does
trol of the road. The minor properties
and other effects connected with the
road brought the sum of $100,500.
LUDLOW MINERS DIS
voice on account of several campaign
speeches which he Is to make tonight.
He said further that lie expected to go
to Syracuse to speak and begged to
consider America a very good place,"
she said. "I think the women of
America should make an inquiry into
such conditions." ,
not occupy the pesition of a civil of-
ficer of the state chosen, as such, for
the discharge of a particular function.
A rublic officer must perform his of--
be allowed to postpone his testimony.
ETHEL LEVEY ISN'T MOVING ANY MONEY NOW.
WHY? SHE HAS TO HOVER OVER HER LITTLE DAUGHTER'S HOSPI- -
- Tl DfcU, JUST LIKE ANV MOTt-fCrlL- r WOMAN SHOULD!
ARMED BY FORCE.
.Vlr. YVnifnmn fipplinori in irMnt 1!n
MARS IS KNOCKED OUT
BY JOHNNY KILBANE.
Cincinnati, 0., Oct. 31. Johnny
Kilbano, featherweight champion of
the world, knocked out last night
"Knockout" Mars of this city in the
quest, saying that his presence was frrom Pnee Ono
iijiytrauvt;.FRISCO LINE STARTS
CURTAILMENT MEASURES.
c; He has assumed that obligation
in accepting the position. He must
act or resign. But a minister is given
the right to celebrate marriage, not
tempts to disarm the Ludlow strikersseventh round of what was to have
were to be made pending the outcomebecause he has been chosen a nubile
been a bout.
Up to the last round the fight had
Springfield, Mo., Oct. 31. Notice of
a change in the working schedules of
the employes of the St. Louis and San
Francisco railroad shops here was
22 OF GREW OF
25 SAUED FROMofficer, but because he has been made
an ecelesiastical officer. It is because
he is an ecclesiastical officer that he BURNING SHIP
been very fast with honors even. In
the second round Mars scored a clean
knockdown, but Kilbane rallied j
fiercely and evend matters by sending j
posted today reducing daily hours of
employment from nine to eight.
The announcement also was madeMars to the mat. Both men were that there soon would be a heavy re- -
lot. a conference between the general
and John R. Lawson, district organiz-
er of the United Mine Workers of
America and Gov. E. M. Ammons.
Will Turn Over Arms.
Denver, Colo., Oct. 31. This after-
noon Governor Ammons stated that
General Chase and John R. Lawson
had reached an agreement whereby
the strikers iu the Ludlow tent colony
will turn over their arms to the mili-
tia tomorrow.
All troops in the Walsenburg and
bleeding from the second round on auction In working forces in all de-
partments of the local shops.In the seventh Mars made a rushat Kilbane, who met him with a
straight, right to the jaw, putting him
down for the count. Mars is a young-
ster who has risen rapidly since he
i j authorized to act as a public agent
for this particular purpose. At bot-
tom it is to satisfy those who regard
marriage as a sacred thing, or go still
further and consider it a sacrament.
"No man can be made another's
agent without his consent. No min-
ister is bound to marry people who,
he thinks, are not proper subjects of
marriage.
"No just analogy exists, in these re-
spects, between what is due from the
Hamburg, Germany, Oct. 31. Twenty-t-
wo of the twenty-fiv- e men in the
crew of the French bark Patrie were
rescued today in mid-ocea- n by the
Hamburg-America- liner Kron Prin-zessi- n
Cecilie.
The liner found the Patrie burning
and disabled in mid ocean, according
to wireless dispatches. The German
captain launched boats and took off
the crew. Three of the French sailors
had been washed overboard and
drowned just before the arrival of the
CONGRESSMAN MERRITT
ILL AT DANVILLE, N. Y.
Dansviile, N. Y., Oct. 31. Congress-
man Edwin A. Merritt of Potsdam, N.
Y., is critically ill in a sanitarium
here.
began fighting here a year ago. Kil-
bane weighed about 133 and Mars 122.
Trinidad districts will move on spec-
ial trains to Ludlow tomorrow morn-
ing to collect arms and ammunition
according to a statement issued by
General Chase this afternoon. Every
preparation will be made for a pos-
sible resistance, since reports have
been received that numbers of the
Greek strikers will refuse the request
of their leaders to turn in their arms
and will resist the militia.
liner.
RESOLUTIONS ASK THAT
COACH BE NOT
Milwaukee, Wis.. Oct. 31. "I have
nothing to say.' This was the com-
ment of Dr. Williams, coach of the
University of Minnesota football team,
The Patrie was a vessel of 300 tonsWHO'S WHO IN THE "MOVIES."
? h
"
-
" I
,'
displacement and hailed from Fecamp,
France. The Kron Prinzessin Cecilie
is on the way here from Mexico,
.,
DIAZ IS. TAKEN FROM VERA CRUZ
after reading resolutions adopted by
the Northern Minesota Alumni Asso-
ciation of the University of Minne-
sota, asking the board of control of
the university not to renew his con-
tract as football coach.
The Minnesota team arrived In Mil-
waukee today and are resting at a
(Continued from page one).
SCIENCE TO AID
GOVERNMENT'S
TRUST PROGRAM
Atlantic City, N. X, Oct. 31. The be
tral railway were destroyed. Many
hotel preparatory to tomorrow's game
at Madison with Wisconsin.
of the cars destroyed were loaded with
merchandise. No estimate s, of the
money loss, railroad men say, is posginning of the new scientific investi
WESTERN LEAGUE WILL gation of the industrial situation un-der the direction of President Wilson,
sible. ,
" Work is said to have been resumed
which' will contribute to the admlii- -ADOPT SHORTER SCHEDULESioux City, la., Oct. 31. A canvass
of the club owners of the Western
in the plants of seven big Monterey
concerns, which were closed for sev-
eral days after the rebel attack.
Torture Mounted Police.
San Luis Potosi, Mex., Oct. 31. A
force of 600 revolutionists yesterday
rounded up, tortured and killed 47 out
istration's trust legislation program
at the regular session of congress was
announced here today by Commission-
er of Corporations Joseph E. Davis.
"Whether a competitive system of
large units, or a monopolistic system
is the most advantageous to society,
league finds them practically unani-
mous for adopting a e sched-
ule for nxt yea- - in place of ICS
games which has prevailed anl it ap-
pears certu'n that the shorter season
will be adopted at the coming league
meeting.
ETHEL LEVEY AND HER DAUGHTER GEORGETTE.
is the question and the bureau of cor
of 50 mounted policemen sent from
this place to protect a ranch. Their
mutilated bodies were in many cases
New York, Oct. 31 Ethel Levey was It is thought Georgette will be well porations will attempt to determine,"
jhe said. He declared that the ultimategetting $1,250 a week playing in a J. hung on trees. The three policemen(solution of the trust problem depend'SYRACUSE TEAM WILLMEET MICHIGAN TOMORROWM. Barie sketch in the London Hip
ed upon the determination of thispodrome review, "Hello Ragtime." She ueirou. .viicu., ucu. ji. j ne oyra--j
soon, when she and her mother re-
turn to Europe, she is to begin to pre-
pare for grand opera. She has already
studied music and dancing at the
Paris Conservatoire for five years, and
has been a golden medallist each year.
She is extremely proud of her versa
question. ,
who escaped returned here.
Bodies of revolutionists today threat-
ened communication between here and
Aguas Calientes. . A train left that
town this morning carrying a heavy
crossed the ocean to appear in the
opening week's bill at the Colonial
cuse tootoau squad or 2 men arrived
in Detroit today, ready for the game
with the University of Michigan at
Ann Arbor tomorrow. guard and rapid fire guns. . j
NEBRASKA WITHDRAWS BE-
CAUSE OF COLOR LINE;
Lincoln, Neb., Oct. 31. Nebraska
University will withdraw from the
theater here at $2,300 for the week.
But she isn't playing anywhere;
she Isn't earning any money at all.
She didn't finish her week at the Colo
tile father and opines that If her voice
doesn't prove to be of grand opera
caliber she would like to be a great
Missouri Valley . conference, ratheractress preferably a tragedienne.nial, she cancelled her return passage
SPORT
NEBRASKA TEAM TO
PLAY AMES TOMORROW
Lincoln, Neb., Oct. 31. Twenty
9I8CHARBESFew American women have aUaiued
RELIEVED IN
strong, the members of the Nebraskagreater success on the foreign stagethan Ethel Levey. Her first feat on the
w i n m s m 24 HOURS
Each Cap """N
other side was to popularize American football squad, left this afternoon forDes Moines, where they will spend the
than play schools which insist upon
drawing the color line. That was the
substance of a statement issued by
Chancellor Avery this afternoon, as
the result of the controversy between
Nebraska and Kansas universities
over the playing of Ross, Nebraska's
negro guard, in the game between the
two schools, November 15.
ragtime. She put Irving Berlin on
to London, as her plans are quite in-
definite except that she la going to
stick pretty close to a little hospital
bed in Hartford, Ct.
In the little white bed is Georgette,
daughter ::of Miss Levey and Geo. M.
Cohan, who were divorced some years
ago. Georgette, who lives with her
mother, was with her father in an au-
tomobile that was wrecked near
night, going to Ames, la., in the mornthe map of Europe. London, Paris ing for the game tomorrow with the
sule bears (MIDY)
the nameJ,Xj
Beware qf counterfeit! ;
A IX IBUUGISTS
and Vienna filled the air with "Alex Ames Agricultural college eleven.ander's Rag-Tim- e Band" after she had
sung it. She blossomed out as a real
actress in the Barrie skit, "The Cen-
sors Get What They Want."
i AUTO SPEED KING X
X IS KILLED TODAY.
London, Oct. 31. Percy Lam- - S
bert, holder of many world's au--
X tomobile speed records, was kil- -
dent Lynch are:
By Boston to Mobile, Fred V. Smith
and Briscoe Lord; by Boston to Roch led on the Brooklands motor race X
ester, R. E. Myers and Guy Zinn: track today, while making an ef- -
--hssHENRY KRICK- e-
DISTRIBUTOR OF
LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES
Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
water. Afent for Manitou Sprinf Mineral Water.
TELEPHONE 35 J Santa Pe. New Mex.
fort to break the one hour rec- - Xby Chicago to Terre Haute, George C.
Schworm; by Cincinnati to St. Louis.
RELEASES ANNOUNCED
BY NATIONAL LEAGUE
New York, Oct 31. The uncondi-
tional release by. the New York Na-
tional league team of Wilbert Robin-eon- ,
the ; veteran coach, was an-
nounced tonight in an official bulle-
tin Issued by President T. J. Lynch,'
of the National League.
Otttr releases announced by Presi
WILLIAMS (KATHLYN).
Has a mania for doing scarey sttsts.
Prefers traveling by airship and calls the big lion In the Los Angeles
wild animal zoo by his first name.
Loves to be happy and hates any kind of scene except the one in-
tended for the camera. i
Pet name among special friends Is "UNAFRAID."
Gets away with the jungle stuff tn wonderful fashion!
She lives In Los Angeles, but still loves Chicago.
ord.
V Lambert was traveling at a
speed of more than 114 miles an X
George F. Suggs, under waiver rule;
by New York to Chattanooga, Harry
E. McCormick, and by Philadelphia hour, when one of the tires burst. X
to Boston, Pitcher Beck.
It:
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of the
lor playing oi
it y of the police ha
this feature in many
Santa Fe.
prescriptions filled at Zook's Pharmacy
The liexall Store.
Halloween Today This is the vlnil
of the feast of All Saints and is known
as Halloween, fallow even or All Hal-
lows. In Roman Catholic countries it
is the occasion for visit ins the ceme-
teries and laying flowers on the
graves of friends and relatives. Put
in Great Britain and the United
States the night of October :il is de-
voted to merrymaking and divination
iiomiee their HOT SODA .MEM", as
follows: Hot Chocolate, Hot Tomato
liouillon, Turkey Sandwitcli, Hot Cof-
fee, Chicken liouillon. Chicken Sand-
wich, Hot U'tnon Cordial, and Hot
Iluffalo Punch. The above; is of the
usual Good Quality, of the Capital
Pharmacy, Inc.
Have just received the new pack
codfish Alilcber's Holland lierrins.
etc., at Andrews.
Spanish Portale The restoration of
the Spanish portale in front of the
'ALLEGED MURDERER IS
i AGAIN BEHIND BARS
JOSE EUFRACIO VIGIL, WHO KILLED FELIPE
SANDOVAL AT GALLINA SUNDAY
BROUGHT TO PENITENTIARY LAST
NIGHTMUST NOW COMPLETE LIFE
SENTENCE FOR HAVING VIOLATED HIS
PAROLE.
VICE PRESIDENT AND
WIFE TO CALIFORNIA.
Indianapolis, Ind., Oct. 31. Vicfl
President .Marshall and Mrs. Marshall,
alter r sting a few hours in this city,
left this aft rnoon for California.
Pn's Tailor Plane Suits
m Overcoats
In Prices from $10 ud to $30
We show you over 1500 samples.
The largest line In the city. We
guarantee a perfect fit and you can
find no better workmanship at any
price. You will pay more else-
where, but remember our expenses
are small; this makes our low
prices possible.
Eighteen years' experience in
the tailoring business. Let us take
your measure.
UNDHARDT, CUSTOM TAILORING,
125 Palace ve.
Old Palace of the Governors is nearly
'....milr....! ....... - I....... ,1,.,.,.
icMnrfci,
A commercial education in the OLDEST CITY IN
THE U. S. A., SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO, ele-
vation 7,018 feet, on the ROCKIES, AIR DRY,
Sunshine the year round, rarely ever frosty, free
from fogs, mosquitoes and malaria. On the coldest
day one is warm in the sunshine. Quaint old build-
ings, crooked streets, dobe houses, no street cars.
Peaceful, quiet, and lovely. Mountains, rivers,
and streamsblue sky, a town Plaza, and band
stand. The certain home of diamonds and other
precious stones, yet unearthed, and Tiffany, of
New York, Turquoise mines. Home of Ben-Hu- r,
oldest house and Church in the U. S. and the only
School of American Archaeology. Cures and
greatly assists Tuberculosis, weak lungs, Asthma,
Catarrh, Gout and Rheumatism, has good fishing,
shooting, hunting, and walking. Circle drive 400
miles, cave dwellings, and craters. For BOYS and
GIRLS, and Grown Ups, a sound commercial edu-
cation guaranteed. The subjects are: Shorthand,
Blind-han- d Typewriting, Punctuation, Penman-
ship, Bookkeeping, Spanish-Englis- h and other Bus-
iness subjects. When the PANAMA opens there
will be a demand for thousands of men and women,
who can write Spanish-Englis- h Shorthand and
Typewriting, and this is the time the study should
commence. Terms: Education, residence andjboard for one year, 50 weeks, $600. Six months
Not How Much, But How Good
Did you ever slop to think what an enormous
amount of mere food we all eat lo get the
small tuantity of real food essence required
to make ted blood and hodv lissue?
under contract by .lesse Nushaiiiii who
was assisted by a dozen or more
workmen. The huge, wooden columns j
attract the attention of everyone pass- -
ins thi oHKh the plaza and the portale j
will perhaps, ..afford much comfort, on
cold and rainy days.
'
oquibbs Olive Oil is the best oil that
is possible to produce we'll sell it in ;
2uc, DO and fl.no packages. Putt Pros, i
jCo.
Party and Dance The .Misses Anita j
and Hamona liaca save a "hard time!
.lose Eufracio Vigil, paroled prisoner
from the state penitentiary, who vio-
lated his parole by killing Felipe San-
doval at Uallina, Rio Arriba county,
,last Sunday, was brought to the pen-
itentiary last evening by Stepht-- Kas- -
ton. Delfido Ortega and Abedon Sala-jza-r,
deputy sherllfs from Hio Arriba
county, and turned over to the prison
authorities.
It is undecided yet, it was announced
PERSONALS It is the varying amounts ot these essential
elements ot food that make the big difference
between coarse, unreliable food products and
foods rich in nutrition, such as
Moreystoday, just what aclion would he taken
H. S. Hickey, of New Haven, Conn.,
is a visitor in the city.
VFre. Annie Jolmson, of Foit Collins,
Colo., is at the Montezuma.
Judse John H. Mi-Fi- is in Albuquer-
que today on a brief bushies visit.
('. 13. StubblefleW. the well known
in Vigil's case, as he is again behind party" and dance at their home on
the bars of the state prison, and liav- - Washington avenue hist night and the
nig violated his parole, will now have 'affair was much eujoyed by fifteen
to serve out his sentence, which was couples. The house was decorated in
life imprisonment. This would mean "Halloween'' style and the dance inu- -
Witaire,
oil man. is in the city on business. i that without any action at all in the sic was of the syncopated variety. To GroceriesMrs. S. Franz, Mrs. Fiske and .Miss Rin Ariifi:t Ciise. Viiril will snpnd the add to the interest, an ininorfed for- -Fiske have gone to Denver for a visit. L,,,,,.,;,,,),,,- - of hi lifp hm.it nf n,n lmrs Unite teller exnlaiu(.d the future to nil
SolltAlr PfM, Corn, Bnt, BUct-ro-
each bring, Iti full portion of
food valnr to too body.
BoliLir Fetebel, Oherri... BerriB,
Pineapple, etc. all the eholcept
rlettee, famous for their flavor.Ajilowever. no witnesses have been ex-- ! w ho asked her counsel. Refreshmentslamined regarding the recent killing at 'were served at a seasonable hour.U. S. Senator T. li. Catron left lastevening for Albuquerque on business.Col. W. S. Hopewell, of Albuquer-
que, is spending the day in Santa Fe.
A can of blueberries makes lliree delicious pii--
"The liest the Grocer can Deliver"
THE MOREY MERCANTILE CO., Denver. Colo
ICallina, and it is possible that the au-
thorities could get a first degree mur-jde- r
conviction in this case. This would
:mean hanging.
Felipe Sandoval, the murdered man,
E. II. Paul, auditor of the New Mexi-
co Central, is in Albuquerque on
ness.
It's the quality of candy we give, not
the amount that counts. Guth's fresh
at Zook's Pharmacy, The Rexall Store.
Urioste Seen? There was some ex-
citenient today over the report that
Francisco Rivera y Urioste, much j
wanted at the city jail where he should
.mis. u v.
,iciay anu son. t nartes, iwas uis early thirties, and bad many
who has been visiting in El Paso for (frientls and relatives in thai section.
jtne past, month, returned today. ;e wa8 workingHowell Earnest, traveling auditor, house of Fnrinue :s a painter on the be awaiting trial on the charge of theilacquez. Vigil had murder of bis son, had been seen yes- -
$350, three months, 13 weeks, $200. It requires
1 2 months for a full commercial course and six
months for two subjects. There is now a vacancy
for S. America with these qualifications at a salary
of $300 a month, and no one can do the work.
Walter Norton, F. R. G. S. Box 387, Santa Fe, New
Mex. ; Principal.
ten iaBt nignt jor uayton, alter which !tiy arrived in western Rio Arriba terday sitting on a rock beyond thehe will visit Clovis, and Roswell on (county about a month ago and was mill back of Dr. Waffensmith's place,
official business. working as a bartender for Francisco Manhattan avenue extension. The re- - ADOLF SELIGffl DRY GOODS CO,james w. .Norment, wno lias neen ivaldez, at Gallina. pert could not be verified. Quite aMil a great deal lately, left yesterday! After the murder, Vigil started to number or people believe (hat the first
afternoon for Faywood Hot Springs tw. going towards Covote. He wasl
for a three weeks' stay. captured monday by Maximiliauo Gar-- 1 be und for Colorado is true, NOTICE OUR WINDOWSMurray, banker and mer- - iC!;a, but escaped from him that night, caseglance at Andrews cheesew. u.
chant ofI M I 1 1 I I I I H I' Silver City, arrived on the The next day Stephen Easton, deputy suggests a "Hutch lunch". All kinds
Herring, Lambs, Tongues,to somenoon train today to attend heriff, with Delfido Ortega and Celus of cheeseFOR RENT 3 furnished rooms for, light housekeeping, College St., t
$18.00 per month, For October Special Prices
WE SAVE YOU MONEY !
FOR RENT 5 room unfurnished house, bath, range, electric lights, I
trano Gonzales came upon the fugitive
and called upon hi in to surrender. He
started to run instead of giving him-
self up, and Easton shot, him, using a
the bullet inflicting a flesh wound
in the right breast and passing
through Vigil's right upper arm. Then
be gave himself up. Wednesday morn-
ing the three men mentioned above
started on the ride to the rail- -
etc.
Buggy is Wrecked As a big motor
came puffing up Palace avenue about
1 o'clock this afternoon the horse at
tached to a buggy belonging to Man-
uel Roybal took fright and ran away.
The buggy was overturned, badly dam-
aged and the horse was so entangled
that he did not do any serious dam-
age. .Mr. Roybal was thrown out, and
business matters here.
Walter Kegel, of the traveling audi-
tors office, left last night for Roswell,
where he will make an examination of
the books of Chaves county.
Judge William H. Pope is expected
home from Albuquerque Sunday to
spend the day here. He will return
to the Duke City and thence will go to
Roswell to hold court.
Colonel W. S. Hopewell, stockgrow-e- c
and general man- -
$20.00 per month.
FOR RENT 6 room unfurnished house, bath, range, electric lights
$35.00 per month.
FOR SALE 300 acres good land near Roswell on the Pecos river,
land well fenced, artesian well flows 350 gallons per minute,
small house, 8 acres of alfalfa and 20 acres under cultivation,
all can be irrigated. Price $11,000.
road, arriving at hspanola yesterday isllstaiiied slight bruises on his hands,
shortly before train time. 'Medical as-- u ,..., ti, ...,., of eonle. viewed theO. C. WATSON & CO. 1 INSURE WITH HAYWARD AND REST CONTENT.ager of the New Mexico Fuel and Iron jsistance was given Vigil while wailing fl(.cj(ll,,lt wi,,.u created quite a stircompany, is here from Albuquerque, jfor the train at Kspanola. for a few minutes.He is at the Montezuma. On the trip to the penitentiary, Vig-- j not Water Bottles and Fountain
Mrs. J. Wight Giddings, who for two talked entirely too much according syringesthe $1.50 hind, S9c. Good
months past has been visiting her par- - o Deputy bnerirr easton, one or nis 0 ies ;,lc. (juaranteed one year. Butt
Brc,3. Co. SALE
Modern Cottage of 5
Rooms and Bath. Lot fronts
South about 100 feet on Pal-
ace Avenue.
(C. A. BISHOP, PROP.)
INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE, LOANS, SURETY BONDS.
Phone, 189 J.
119 San Francisco St., : : Santa Fe. New Mexico.
ents at her former home in Michigan, brags Deing rnai no nan eigni noicnes
returned last evening on No. 1. Mr. l'on his gun. Easton says bis impres- - Al Grimshaw Hurt Al Gninshaw,
the well known railroad num. metOiddings met her at Lamy. io of the prisoner is that he is a
C. ,1. Emerson, hydrographie eugin-- thoroughly bad man, and that society
eer, returned last evening from a ten is better oft wltl1 llin l'liind the bars.
days' trip along the Rio Grande he-- 1 Easton, who was a member of the
NOW is thsWe will sell, within ten days' time, lor $2,800
time to investigate the above.
with a painful accident Wednesday
night when a bar of steel was drop- -
ped on his left, foot, almost severing
two toes. The accident happened be- - '
low Kstancia. Mr. Grimshaw was i
tween (he mouth of the Santa Fe and r''K'i Ka''' regiment, in tno npanisu
San Marcl.il ..niraireri in mens- - 'American war, and the other two depu
brought back to the city hint night, a JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, MANAGER,
Rooms 8 and 9, Capital City Bank Building, Santa fe, IV, iW.
Uring seepage. ,
.ft. F. Asplund of the state education-
al department, returned last evening 1
IF IT'S REAL ESTATE,: HAYWARD HAS IT. ::::I
Ities, willl leave for home tomorrow
morning.
j Mr. Conway's Statement.
County School Superintendent John
V. Conway commented on the arrest
;of Vigil as follows: "It does not sur-
prise me to hear that Vigil has killed
another. He Is a dangerous man for
jhe killed my aunt. When there was
talk of paroling him T protested
from a brief trip to Albuquerque where
he was, engaged in preliminary ar-
rangements for the meeting of the New
jMexico Teachers Association.
local surgeon was summoned and the
wounds were dressed after the patient
had been given an anaesthetic. Mr.
Grimshaw will be unable to walk for
some days but he is doing as well as
could be expected.
A nice lot of live turkeys, dressed
liens and springs, beef, veal, pork, mut-
ton, lamb, sausages, fish, oysters.
FURNITURE Miss Mary E. Moore and .T. Travis,
of Marquette, Mich.; Miss Emma G.
Minor and Mrs. L. F. Peet, of Ypsilan-ti- ,
Mich., arrived in the city yesterday
and registered at the De Vargas hotel.
They are traveling per motor to the
JEWELRYI
WILL MAKE AN ATTRACT-
IVE GIFT. See our display
of Necklaces, Cuff Buttons,
against such action. I would have put
up a great fight against such action
by Acting Governor Baca if 1 had had
the money to employ lawyers.
"When finally the parole was grant-
ed and Vigil walked out of the peni-
tentiary, I predicted that he i would
coast.
Stick Pins, Luckets, etc., made of Gold and Turquoise. All
articles have been made at our store, and tourists are invited
to look at the skilled workmen who turn out these beautiful
pieces of jewelry.
Mr. and Mrs. J. P.. I.ockwood, of
Michigan, arrived here today, after a
delay due to a breakdown of their UIIUliit-- pt-- i nun ut'iuic a 3 ca.Out Ontouring ear which kept them H. C. YONTZ, JEWELER, SAN FRANCISCO STREET.one of the nearby hills over night, fiiijiHtr-u- . oi:aii;fij iiiin a j iu into
.....I .1, .......lltn.. 1,,. ....... n
hams, and bacon at Andrews.
"Roswell News" on Hewett Says
the Roswell News: "The Santa Fe
New Mexican is systematically pro-
ceeding to remove the hide from Dr.
Edgar L. Hewett, who presides or is
supposed to preside over the arch-
aeological work at the Ancient City.
It plainly says that the learned gentle-
man is no good, bum, rotten and other-
wise unfit for the job he holds, and if
half what the paper says is true, he is
unfit to run a ten-ce- show, let alone
a museum. Otherwise Dr. Hewett is
admitted to be a pretty good man in
his way."
Valuable service and valuable drugs
mean quicker recovery. Have your
3 !eiMj,ot-- tliiu me pi u nun , ujiicThey pitched camp, however,
seemed to enjoy the incident. The
visitors are registered at the De Var-
gas hotel.
to everyone who is seeking to get dan-
gerous men out of the- penitentiary
where the good of society demands
they remain."
Brass Beds
$12.50
Santa Fe Hardware & Supply Co.
Everything In Hardware.
THE DAY IN CONGRESS
LOCAL ITEMS.
2!)c;Combs, Olive Rubber, 5c kind.
T5c kind, 49. Butt Bros. Co.
New nuts, dates and figs at H. S, KAUNE 8 CO.An- -
UNITED STATES BANK 8 TRUST CO.
Does a General Banking Business.
rflllllf immillHI IIMIIHIIIMIIIIIItlMIIIIIIIIMIMIIIIIUMMIIIUMItUiMIIIIM(IIIIIIMMMsllIMI.
Your Patronage Solicited !
MtllltlllltlllllllMHlllllItt IttllMMttlMllttlMMMHlllllllllllMllltlMMIltlllMiltlllllllliia,!!!!!!!!!!!,,,
N. B. LAUGHLIN, President. JW. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier.
J. B. LAMY, t.
Senate.
Not in session; meets Monday.
Banking committee met in execu-
tive session.
House.
Met at noon.
Consideration of a resolution in
sympathy with Winston Churchill's
naval holiday program was postponed.
Adjourned at 1:23 p. m. to noon
Monday,
Price
drews.
The finest line of Klctrical Glass-
ware ever displayed in this city.
Gnagey & Ervien.
Special Services Special services
Where Quality Governs the
and Price the QualityMJDWIG WM, ILFELD.' W. H. WICKHAM
at the Kpiscopal church on Saturday,
(.November 1st (All Saints' Day). At
js a. m Holy Communion: at 10 a. m.,DEFENSE OPENS DEC. 2IN SHOE TRUST CASE.
Boston, Mass., Oct. 31. The de-
fense in the suit tirought under the
Sherman anti-tru- act by the govern-
ment against the United Shoe
company will be opened on
CAKES AND
CRACKERS
Our cracker counter Is an In
Holy Communion and sermon.
White Pine Cough Syrup at Zook's
Pharmacy. The Rexall Store.
County Commissioners The county
commissioners wih meet tomorrow to
wrestle with the problem of fixing the
tax levy. It is rumored that it will
likely be higher than last year which
was 7.40.
FOR REXT Modern cottage. 1).
December 2. The date was set by
Judge Pntnam today. The govern-
ment's' case was presented last sum-
mer.
.
- Lowitzki. - '
Marriage . . Licenses The - county
THE STAR BARN
W. A. WILLIAMS, - - PROPRIETOR.
GENERAL LIVERY
Hack and Baggage Lines. Entire Stable Re-
stocked. Best Rigs you can get.
SADDLE POMES. TWO AND FOUR HORSE OUTFITS. PROMPT SERVICE.
Phone 139. 310 San Francisco St.
clerk has Issued the following mar-
riage licenses: Miss Juana Padllla and
teresting place. The large
variety of crackers and wafers
we carry would astonish most
anybody. What is so nice as
a box of dainty, delicious wa-
fers? Some kind of a cracker
should be on the table at every
meal should be in every lunch
box. And the very kind you
should have are here. They
r2.EiSOL.VED THAT
Pino Vlilanueva of Galisteo; Manuel
Rael of Cerrillos and Tomasita Mar-
tinez of Golden.
Nice, fresh Strawberries, tomorrow.
13c a box at Andrews.
Junior Auxiliary Attention! The
regular meeting of the Junior Auxil-
iary will be held at the residence of
Miss Anna Kaune on Saturday, No-
vember 1st, at 2:i0 p. in. All mem
You will Hunt no
Further for ir-- if
You Comc To US.
VE HAVE JUST WHAT
YOU WANT AND IT IS
THE RJ6HT PRICE
WE HUNTEP IT FOR
VOX WHEN BUYJNq
OUR. GOODS
OoflVe
Ten cups of coffee; for
keen satisfaction, lOe; to
serve a On 11 habit, 7 to !e.
Qualify eosts almost
nothing k.'1" cup. Buy
with your eyes open and
drink witli your taste
awake.
Schilling's J3est in
aronm-tigl- it cans is 40c a
lb, and money-back- . It
makes cheaper coffees
dear.
Cleanly granulated;
and 2 lb cans; everfresh.
have the quality that always
"BOSS PATENT FLOUR"
CHASE & SANBORN'S COFFEE
PRIMROSE BUTTER
bers are requested to be present with
the donations for the Christinas box.
which is to be sent to the Navajo In-
dian children at Ft. Defiance, Arizona.
Everything in Fruits and vegetables,
new walnuts, almonds, Brazil nuts,
pecans and plnons at Andrews.
Messrs. Roberts' Party Albert and
Bernard, sons of Chief Justice and
Mrs. C. J. Roberts, gave a Halloween
party last night at their home on Pal-
ace avenue to 24 of their boy and girl
friends. The guests wore fancy cos
Buy For Cash !
And we will show you how much you can save. Espe-
cially should you do this with your
Hay, Grain Flour
Give us a trial and let us show you. Guaranteed
Pure, Clean and Wholesome.
THE SANTA FE HAY AND GRAIN CO.
M. O'CONNELL, Mgr., - - Galisteo and Water Sts.
Phone, Main 250.
YOU WILL BAG THE GAME THAT GETS UP IF YOU BUY YOUR
GUN AND AMMUNITION FROM US. OUR GUNS ARE TRUE TO AIM;
OUR SHELLS CAREFULLY LOADED.
INSURE YOUR SPORT BY USING ONLY RELIABLE SHELLS. OUR
AIM IS TO KEEP OUR BUSINE8S GROWING, AND WE HIT THE
MARK. THE WAY TO DO THI8 IS NOT TO ABUSE THE TRUST OF
THOSE WHO TRUST US.
WOOD-DAVI- S HARDWARE COMPANY.
PHONE 14. "IF IT8 HARDWARE Jtft HAVE IT." PHONE 14
tumes and masks, making the affair II. S. KAUNE & GO.singularly attractive. The young peo-
ple held a regular Halloween dance
which was much enjoyed as were the
refreshments. Where Prices ar EWt
For sf OualltvThe Capital Pharmacy, Inc., an- -
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SWITZERLAND OF AMERICA.
VALLEY RAJSJOM, INT. IV.
. -- unshed Dally
The New Mexican Review English Weekly
El Nuevo Mexlcauo Spanish Weekly
The New Mexican Printing Co., Publishers CONDENSED STATEMENT OF THE
tllTlrUlll mill fir PHUT A IT
rlnot NAllUHHL Darin ur ohnih it
k : OCTOBER 21, 1913.
Bronson M. Cutting President
Charles M. Stauffer General Manager
J. Wight Glddlngs Editor
The
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
The most beautiful time of the entire year on the Upper Pecos,
conditions are ideal for Horseback Riding, Hunting, Tennis
Playing and all out-do- or sports.
Dally, par qarte, ky
Daily, par quartet, by eatrter DIJI
WaaKly, six montha I .H
Daily, per year, a mill $5.08
Bally, l monthi, ky mall 12.61
Watkly. par yaar 11.01
Booklet Free on Request r
RESOURCES.
Loans and Discounts $. 697,946.33
Bonds, Securities Etc 88,727.75
U. S. Bonds, Securing Circulation and Deposits 70,000.00
Banking House, Furniture and Fixtures 46,700.00
Cash on Hand 96,590.67
Sight Exchange 289,252.28
'
'
.
.,
' V $1,289,217.0;!
LIABILITIES.
Capital Stock $ 150,000.00
Surplus 75,000.00
Net Profits 23,052.31
Circulation ." 39,400.00
Deposits 1,001,764.72
'" $1,289,217.03
As made to the Comptroller of the Currency under his call for report
for October 21, 1913.
VALLEY RANCH, NEW MEXICO.THE VALLEY RANCH,
"All of Today's Newn Today"
WE SPOON BY THE LIGHT OF
THE PUMPKIN MOON.
! I 1PHONES:
BUSINESS OFFICE 286 EDITORIAL ROOMS 31
fashion jlng office in Xew York state again,scientists or physicians or
artists or anything of that kind. For ;1l is a practical certainty that the
will be elected to theonlooker,myself, just speaking as on legislature, and will be m a positionlookediI have thought them pretty, harass the big chief,to continuallyin the dramaat the gowns on display However even Napoleons sometimesat the Elks the other night where the (set their tactical wires crosaed.-Ros-- andplay "Bought and Paid For was given
I gazed at the dresses there and well News 'HimrhGett ins
they seemed to me very artistic and President Wilson is stirring the
very charming. Thev had the slit in
'malcontents of rottenness to the core,the skirt too but It was ot aery clM Qf abnorma,
deep one and the effect was a de-- fc the feody ft are
WHAT IT WOULD MEAN
The suggestion of a policy toward Mexico thai will be, in effect a worlds)
policy in which the leading nations will join, is the first step in the direction ;
of the world's peace that seems really effective and feasibly operative. lignt. we nave not yei ai ... ,,.,, i, (hmsts of the of
If such a condition could be brought about as was intimated in the
it would give promise of the final settlement of the perplexing Mex
ficial lance that make them wince and
howl like hungry wolves at bay. The
ican problem and force that restless and war-tor- country to a nnai ana a a LurruTrmw- - a The Montezuma Hotel
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME
Fe the extreme styles, perhaps, as
there have been none of that diaphan-
ous thing which seems to have awak-
ened the police to their duty or what
they seemed to think was their duty,
and which after an Inspection may
have the appearance of Bhowing more
than is Intended to be shown in this
age of the world.
About the health part of it I do not
know, as that ia the province of the
physician to talk about, but I should
leading grafters in every department
of human society are beginning to feel
uneasy under the smarting pricks of
the official probe. Even the United
Slates army management, or rather
mismanagement, is getting a hunch.
Clayton Citizen.
Will Blow For Hope.
Adios, or in United States, "So
withCuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
central Location.
Long." We are not sweet girl gradu- -. , ' . xi 1J I. w nMa
permanent settlement of Its affairs.
The world's peace has been the subject of a great deal of com-
ment in the newspapers and a topic for the cartoonist and the matter has
been treated humorously and pathetically in both departments. Could a
policy toward Mexico be adopted in which the most influential and con-
trolling nations of the world would be Joined it would be not only an in-
fluential agent in bringing peace to the poor, pitiable and strife ridden coun-
try, but it would avert n war that now looks inevitable and would bring the
nations of the world into closer relationship, which in the end would mean
an advance in the direction of universal peace.
This sounds Utopian, perhaps, but it is not so impossible as this union of
action could only have a tendency toward a council of nations in the future
when strained relations were becoming acute, and which might .lead directly
to a declaration of war. if the unity of action had not. been brought about
in the present instance.
The criticisms that have been so prevalent touching the policy of the
administration up to the present time have not always been based on fair-
ness and have not always been founded on good sense.
THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.Large Sample Rooms.unhealthy ,r the irwrt. nfthe anu' therefore, we will not offergufflce to say tfce pub.
other days winch swept the sidewalks fop tenhas 8tuck tQ CRSe
and assembled enae".. and wanted some o.one-he- ncethe germs and the bacilli that might;'
i... hi,lr th. ,nlht nn theiour niuing.Mr. T M. McHorse is our -- "censorpavement or on the street crossings. will furnish the horseand next weekWith the present style there is really ANNOUNCEMENT!He is of Scottish descent and
not enough of the clothes for a real, power.rnn live and make money where anhusky bacillus to cling to. At all
events I do not think it would make
any difference to the average woman
whether the dresses were healthy or
not as long as they were In style and
Englishman would starve to death. He
will blow for Hope as long as there is
Hope and then blow where Hope has
been. Hope Press.
The End Coming.
Another "prophet" has appeared in
Roswell foretelling the end of the
world. His story is a weird one.
It seems that in 1915 on the biggest
day of the Panama exposition, the
Pacific coast states are to be destroyed
bv a fearful earthquake. This same
MR. HARVEY 0ATMAN,
Proprietor of the
MONTEZUMA BILLIARD PARLORS,
Has Enfajred at a Great Expense,
MARCUS CATT0N,
Son of the Famous
"BILLY" CATT0N,
who will manage his billiard par-lor- e
and instruct ti.ose desiring to
learn the game. All new tables,
new cuea, and a quiet, gentlemanly
lounging room 1 r thoae who cater
to the pastime.
the time toSome say that June is
INSURANCE
FIRE, LIFE,
PLATE GLASS
The Best That Can be Bought I
AT ANY PRICE
Take no chances on either
when a small amount will give
you the protection that you
need, and when you do use in-
surance get the best, as it is
the cheapest, and
ALWAYS SEE
FRANK M. JONES,
Office United States Bank Build in?
(FIRST FLOOR)
who has purchased the Insur-
ance Business of the L. A.
Harvey Agency. Strong lines,
good companies, good protection
the correct thing from the modiste's
standpoint. I am confident that the
ones who are Inveighing against the
woman's dresses of today are merely
wasting their breath.
What fa He?
"What is a politician?" This is the
question asked by a man in Washing-
ton and he offers $25 for the first cor-
rect reply.
Well, the correct answer might not
look well in print and then, too, it
would be foolish for a man outside of
spoon
Under the soft spring sky
And some hold hands on quake will start the pumping wells inthe ocean
the Pecos Valley to flowing and this
section will become almost Paradise,
sands
On an evening in July;
And all, I wish, think the a veritable Garden of Eden.sweetest In 1916 the great nations of the
EVERYONE WELCOME I
It is easy to criticise, and to urge bold and vigorous action, but such ac-
tion is not always wise and not always the most salutary in the end. If it
were possible, in the present crisis to get the nations of the world to act
together and adopt a policy which would be of one nation, it would be but a
very short time before the Mexican republic would be brought to time and
peace, even though forced, would be established permanently.
President Wilson would have accomplished one of the most artistic dip-
lomatic feats of recent years if he could bring about a united policy of the
world's nations in a settlement of the Mexican siuation.
0
AN ADUANCE MOUEMENT
The Denver News and the Denver Times, under the same editorial man-
agement, are going to be read more than they have ever been before and
are going to be most influential factors In the building up of the west and in
the instillation of those methods which will uplift and aid toward higher ideas
and better citizenship.
There is no use In fighting as some of the journals and many of the poli-
ticians of the day are doing against the present movement toward a higher
morality, a more perfect justice and a change for the better in the Bocial
and the industrial conditions in this country.
The great movement is growing every day, and it is fast becoming the
controlling force in this nation. Those who continue to oppose it will be but
crushed under the feet of the vast army which is gaining fresh recruits as
every day passes.
Editor Shaffer of the News and Times starts out a policy that is sure
to win because it is in sympathy with the thought of the day and the de-
sires of the. people. The demand is for a national house cleaning, and we
are going to have it. The accumulated dust of the past years, reeking, as
it is, with corruption and selfishness and reckless disregard of the rights
of the people of all classes, is to be swept away.
This is not going to be done by any foolhardy, destructive or visionary
action, but by an awakening of the thoughtful people of the nation to the
needs of a reformation in the social, the industrial and business world. It is
a movement that would build and not destroy.
o .uvo hwn hnssed. tyrannized over, disregarded by those who have
kiss
Is stolen when none are nigh,
P.ut we two spoon when the
PUMPKIN MOON
Smiles at us from on high.
the city of Washington to take the
position of attempting the answer
when those in that city have the first
world will wage a destructive war,
the most fearful in the history of the
world. Nations will bo wiped out and
millions killed.
In 1919 the end will come. He does
not tell us exactly in what shape we
chance. If anyone in all the world
should know just what a politician is f La Salle Hotelthey should know best who live In the
capital of the nation.AS THE BYSTANDERSEES IT. However, we of the state of New i
Mexico, know something about it, too.
We have seen him, in all his bigness
and his cleverness and have discovered
are to be wiped out, but no doubt ex-
ists but that It will happen. This lat-
ter date is a little uncertain, owing to
a conflict between the devil and the
supreme being, and the devil may has-
ten the date several years, or he may
have fooled the "prophet" to that ex-
tent.
Now would be a good time to in-
vest in pumping lands. Roswell
CHARLEY GANNaProp'r
European Plan.
How They Do It.
When a man meets with
success in this world there
Ii WOODY S STAGE LINEunusual the results of his Ingenuity. We knoware all!h'm as well as the man who ran out
of the doctor's office after waiting forsorts nf views of it. Some of his ac
Meals At All Hours.
Elegant Rooms in Connec-
tion, Steam Heat,
Electric Lights and Baths,
iiiI RATES: 50c and 75c PER DAY.
24 1 San Francisco Street.
quaintances say that it was luck and the physician to come in and duringthe period of waiting peeked into aothers say there is no such thing as
luck, and that the knowing how to closet in the office and saw a skeleton
is there. Coming in the doctor saw thetake advantage of an opportunity
all the luck there is, and the judgment man running down the street as he
',ooked trom tne office window and heof the fortunate individual is the evi- -
called the back, but receiveddance of his worth, and his success runnerthis "Not life I vereply: on youras a business man, and then we stack
up against a thing that staggers us all feen yu wh your clothes off! We
had the power until the limit of endurance has been "reached. The methods
JOHN D. ROCKEFELLER'S
PHILANTHROPY
We are in a for- - H near is. w. vomer rtaza,
or would stand wmmmwmmmmmmmmmby
which we have been governed nave Decome one 01 ume.
ward movement and not one that would lead backward,
,iii
Prom
BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival at
the north bound train and arrives at
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
way. Good covered hacka and ooa
teams. Fare 15.00 round trip. Ttama
furnished commercial men o take In
the aurroundlng towns. Wire Emkudi.
station.
o.i,n.v nf the times is toward better conditions. It is manifest
well founded theories cc" i..vas we find our ana we nave noi oeen eunieu ai me How's Business
Mr. Grocer?
in even department of life. The people of the country are back of it.
0
WHAT YOUR UNCLE WOULO DOiri. ThnnHnw VniL the mighty man of the telegraph and telephone
WILL REDEEM MILLIONS TO MAKE HIM
AND HIS HEIRS RICHER, SO SAYS
HERBERT QUICK TODAY.
monopoly, has figured out a reason why Vncle Sam mustn't thiuk of owning
going to smash.
There was a man back In my old
home, Michigan, whom I remember as
a gentleman of wealth and he was
regarded as one who had the business
instinct and knew how to take ad-
vantage of a situation, and that was
the secret of his remarkable success.
He died the other day as I saw in
the newspaper, and there wag given
sight thereof. The definition that
could be given by the citizens of this
state, while being the most "correct
reply," would be too bare to be sent to
Washington, where they have the poli-
tician without disguise, too.
But it should not be that the word
"po'itician" should seem so unfragrant
to us. What It haB become is the re-
sult of the manner in which those who
Could you possibly do any
more with your present equip-
ment?
Of course you could.
The question is, do you want
more business if it may be had
without expense to you.
J0HNMYE5
(By Herbert Quick.)
Author of "On Board the Good Ship
Earth," "Virginia of the Air Lanes,"
etc.
(Copyright, 1913, by the Newspaper
Enterprise Association.)
John D. Rockefeller is sure to die
the world's greatest philanthropist.
He has given a hundred millions to
the Rockefeller Foundation. One of
a short story of the early days when have won the name, have acted: There
he was getting his start He was a are a lot of men who may be classed
mine investor and a large portion of
his property was derived from the to that
the wires.
'It's a corker. Listen:
There can he no government ownership until this country gets ready
to pay proper salaries to some of Its wonderful men. I have a close
friend
who is working for Uncle Sam In the Chicago postofflce. He is a man who
in the commercial world could command a salary of 10,000 a year.
W hat
do you think he is getting? Just $3500. A man 50 years old with an Income
ambassador, but a man of 30afford to be anof a few million dollars, can
who has perfected himself in the telegraph or telephone service cant afford
to work for the salary usually paid by the government."
of girl operators in the BellWon't it be great news to- - the thousands thousands of workers in the
telephone exchanges, to say nothing of the other
Western Union telegraph offices that they're getting bigger pay than Uncle
Sam's mail clerks are receiving?
of 'em have found their payMost of 'em haven't known it before. Most
just about enough to keep body and soul within bowing acquaintance Manyof Uncle Sam and wished that they, too,of em have both envied the employes
and the assurance of a civilvacations oncould have sick leave and long pay
service protection.
mines in the upper peninsula in the You will answer "yes"
too.the tasks of this foundation is to find jcopper region.
a cure for cancer. There Is scarcely
as politicians who are as desirous of
giving us good government and of
purifying the political conditions as
those who are not in the game at all.
Like the trusts, there are good ones
and bad ones, and in our answer to
the question of the man from Washing-
ton, we might get tangled in our ans-
wer and lose the prize, as the chances
Back in the early days he got into
debt and did not see his way out and
so offered his mine in liquidation of
the indebtedness but the offer was re
INSURANCE
Fire, Life, lAccident1
Plate Glass, Etc. Etc1
REAL ESTATE
City Property, Farms
Ranches, Orchards
Land Grants, Etc
Surety Bonds
fused and he was compelled to keep
the property, though it was not his jare that we have never seen the good
ones and would can our answer andgood Judgment that impelled him to
do it. Later on he offered to trade we would not get a look-i- for the
money.the mines for a team of horses andofUncle Theodore forgot sometntng.
If our Uncle Sam owned the wires, he wouldn t have to earn a cent
wouldn't have to keepwatered stock; he..., tn nuv nt s dividends on this was also refused and again theonto
.
V-
-
. fcv in carrv i.rte advertise--
On your shelves are many
articles that are advertised all
over the country by the makers.
In this city these articles are
advertised in THE SANTA FE
NEW MEXICAN.
' There is a demand for these
goods, and if you want to in-
crease your business be sure
your customers see these prod-
ucts prominently displayed in
your windows and on your
counters.
Push the advertised articles.
Help the manufacturer who
helps you. More profits will
AMONG THE EDITORS.man who was in after years heralded
as a financial wonder, was forced tohis payrolls a staff or looDyisia;
.. .
---
a frlpnillv snint nmone thein newspapers ana magaz."" w - , -ments hold onto the mines which afterward
I - imSKT" 9
'mar
made him a
--take over the telephones at actual value, lettingeditors.He'd do as John Bull did
Sweet Sixteen Couldn't.
A baby gtri crossed the ocean safely
and unkissed with a placard attached
to her reading: "Please don't kiss me."
So when we draw the line and say
; that the man of wealth who counts Of All Kinds
24Telephone 194 W., Rccm
No sixteen-year-ol- d could uo it. Clay-
ton News.
From the Beginning.
Fashion demands that women shall
f,P ThetherevTbe plenty of money for the payment of living wages.
enough also, to lower the costs of service.Tbt omamenu might not fare so well-- the front office fellows with the
fancy salaries. But the boys and girls down the line
would very certain y
fare much better. If Uncle Theodore still doubts it, let him compare payrolls
and see.
.,0itlnn " But when Hughes, as governor of New York,
his dollars by the millions, got it by
his own superior judgment and his un-
usual power of perception, we are
often mistaken, and often, too, when
we try to belittle a man and say it
LAUGHLIN BUILDING,
SANTA PB NOW MEXICO1
wear vests this fall. Thus is man com- -
nloioltr linHnno Wnman linvo mmwas all luck, we find on investigation
that he was possessed of an insight coats fof many yearg. now the yestfirst proposed regulation, do you recall what the Bell people did? They staved1 f mnro uotor- - Hurt nil rPIMl- - into things beyond the power ot hishim off till they had loaaea up v.u " --- "-. -
. - .or, oniipoyp nut that dropsy.
Herbert Quick.- To regulate a monopoly means that you must own it. Otherwise it will
have a powerful Incentive to try to own the regulators and reduce
the regu
Fspanola Livery Barn
LEESE & LOFTUS, PROPS.
Good Teams, Rigs and
is decreed, and any married man will
tell you that she has worn the third
garment of the suit from the begin-
ning. Maxwell Mail.
No Hope.
That four banks should discontinue
business in the state during the year
three recently would probably indi
fellows. It is hard to judge others
and their efforts and the thing that
has brought success. To some it
comes by good fortune and to others
from that keener sense that is not
given to us all.
Those Dresaea.
One of the chief topics of the writ-
ers and the talkers of late has been
the dress of woman.
a disease on the trail of which the
Rockefeller researchers are not camp-
ing. Men like Carrel and Flexner
march in this war under Rockefeller's
banner.
The work of this great Foundation
Drivers at all times at v
PRIVATE
AMBULANCE SERVICE
A new and Up-to-d-
Ambulance for the
Transfer of Invalids
Day or Night at Rea-
sonable Prices.
C. A. RISING,
Phone 130 Main.
cate that they could not hope for profit
under the Democratic political control
of the finances of the country. Rock
lation to the dimensions oi a
A Wall street broker has gone to court to have a Judge tell him whether
married or not. Been too closely engaged in his commercial trans-
acts to know what happened to him, we suppose.
rwnilote evening shirts are said to be coming in style now. They willjg nothing about a man g Adam-- apple that isnever be popular,
worth an exposure.
pred Williams Is going as minister to the Balkans. Have they
not
had trouble enough there already?
It has been called a disgrace, inde- - 'island Tribune.
live and let live prices.
Closest loute to Cliff Dwellings.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.
in combating the hookworm is of it-
self the greatest of all philanthropies,
judged by its results.
Hookworm in short, in four-fifth- s of
cent, mortifying, disreputable, cor Overlooked a Bet.
rupting, unhealthy. Those of us who j It really does look as though Mur- -
did not know about all these things phy had overlooked a bet when he
Phone Livery, : : : Espaaola, N. M.(Continued On Page Seven.)were not qualified to judge, not being j failed to have Sulzer barred from hold- -
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"All is Well That Ends WehGood Bowels Are
an Aid to Growth
A Along with dyspepsia comes nervousness, sleeplessness ana Ren-- rr
sn1 ill hualth. Whv? tWsiise a. disordered Etomach does not permit
the fond to be assimilated and carried to the blond. On the other hand,
the blood ia charged with poisons which come from this disordered
digestion. In turn, the nerves are not fed on good, red blood and we
see those symptoms of nervous breakdown. It is not head work that
docs it, but poor stomach work. With poor thin blood the body is not
protected against the attack of germs of grip bronchitis consump-
tion. Fortify the body now with
age resulted in the scarcity of hay and
com tills year. The hogs were loaded
onto wagons and hauled to the ranch
Saturday, where a hog pasture has
been fenced with heavy hog wire fenc-
ing consisting of (Mil acres. These
are the first hogs that have been on
the ranch tor many years, and (he
Rayado Colonization company holds
out the hope that hog raising can be
carried on profitably here, by feeding
them alfalfa and small grain during
the winter months.
The company states that it will
have r00 hogs to sell next year and
undoubtedly a great number will W
disposed to the settlers who will move
onto the tract next spring. There is
lit
VVOI
j world
Hookworm in nearly a nmu ...
Tinted States, all Mexico and Central ply U.'
America.
DR. PIERCE'S l.owitzki, 226 San Francisco.
Growing Children Need a Mild Laxa--
tive to Foster Regular Bowel Move- - j
ment.
As a child grows older it requires j
more and more personal attention from ;
the mother, and aa the functions of the i
bowels are of the utmost importance to
health, great attention should be paid)
10 them.
Hookworm in nine-tenth- s of South j
'America, all of Africa, the most popu- - j
ROOMS KOFI ItKNT Furnished and
unfurnished rooms, with or without
Golden Medical Discovery
an alterative extract from native medicinal plants, prescribed in both liquid
and tablet form by Dr. It. V. Picroe, over 40 years ago.
More than tn years of experience has prnvin its superior worth as an
stomach tonic and blood punier, it invigurHU-- and regulates
the stomach, liver and bowuls, und through them the whole system. It can
now also be bad in sucar-coate- il tablet form of moat dealers in medicine.
If not, send 60 cents in rtami for trial box to Dr. Fierce s Invalids
Hotel and Surgical Institute, tiutl'alo, N.Y.
modern conveniences. Apply H7 Wash-
ington avenue.
Inns pari, of Asia and three-fourth- of
'.Australia.
Hookworm in iiract ically ali the
rich islands of the South Seast. and
every reason to believe that hog rais WA.MH-- salesman itnu
four-lifth- s of i"n u represents in this territory.
in the West Indies.
Hookworm in slnirt,
the habitable world.--The Common Sense Medical Adviser, plenum opportunity tv- - inn- uiAnd note this:
ing can be carried on as profitably
here as in the eastern and northern
j states where the climatic conditions!
;iri. Tint what thpv npp in 'pw Alpxi- -
Diet of great importance, and the
mother should watch the effect of cer-
tain foods. A food will constipate one
and not another, and so we have
healthy foods like eggs causing bilious-
ness to thousands, and a wholesome
fruit like bananas constipating many.
CoWestern HrokerageII.twI tli., liul ..I' inlestuil erilllllrii.u illlll I 1. l.l s.IS A BOOK OF 1008 PAGES HANDSOMELY BOUND IN
CLOTH-TREA- TS
PHYSIOLOGY, HYGIENE, ANATOMY, MEDICINE AND IS A COMPLETEHOME PH'fSICIAN. Send 3 1 one-ce- stamps to R. V. Pierce, Bullalu. N. Y. ,...'ii .Mills lildg., Kl I'aso, Texas.
...in ,i, ,ii , i, .l ,S2l
debilitated, benighted, indolent, inef-- j
"
' "
--
-
-i- lieient peoples. Try "RESOLVENT."
pressure over the facilic states. Cool .Rockefeller's money has already guaranteed to remove superfluous
weather continues in the central val-- j cured scores of thousands of hook- - hair. Will not harm the most delicate
co, and w ith the introduction of the
hog raising industry it is evident that
the ranchers will go into that in- -
dtrntry extensively in the near future.
Cimarron News.
MARIE DEY.It is also to be considered that the
child is glowing, and great changes SLIP ON BANANA
FALLS 400 FEET i worm victims n the Til ted States, sum. Sl.uij uy mail. I ne (j.-a- i. jHanu- -
82-- Mills Htlilding, EIThe medicine costs less than ten cents I'acturing Co.:leys
and over the plains region,
temperatures are moderate in
are taking place in the young man or WBtiChp(. Little Marie has thrived
woman. The system has not peclaly whU on Caldwell's Syrup
yet settled itself to its later routine. pepsm M). Dey conMvn ,he rjght
A verv valuable remedy at this stage !i,.tiv , ,, ,, ,.
the
rituit,i-.- io rw. '!1 v..n.in a mire, a mi never tans. 1 o tne extent if.
.1 . 've.-i,- ,! .v',,11
'
i ft,, .momilain country, Salt Lake basin and , ,m,.of,n.ssivem.sS, indolence jCONTENTION ANDCOURT SESSIONSnn,i wtioh ovrv arowlng boy and found nothing better for young chil PROFESSIONAL CAR0Sboulevard, Stephen Harr slipped on Pacific. Considerable cloudiness is re j jMImieiicy of the tropical peoples
a banana peeling and toppling over ported in the Southwest, southern are owing lo hookworm infection,
s nioniA can redeem tnese
ATTORNEYS AT LAW.Deming. N. M., Oct. SI. District the low railing, shot 100 feet into a'Kocky Mountain region and north Pacourt is at its annual grind with Judge mud hole .'!0 feet above the I'ennsyl- - cj,ic wjtl rajll in Wyoming and' millions from the curse of tropical
in-- .
Oregon. Conditions favor partly cloudyColin Neblitt presiding. There is very
vanta ttanroaa iracss on a narrow
little criminal business this year, as shelf in the cliff. He managed to get
feriority. I have no doubt, that this; r
inferiority is owing, not to the heat
of those climes, out to infestations of.
girl should be given often or occasion-
ally, according to the individual cir-
cumstances, is Dr. Caldwell's Syrup
Pepsin. This is a mild laxative and
tonic combined, so mild that it is given
to little babies, and yet equally ef-
fective in the most, robust constitution.
At the first sign of a tendency to con-
stipation give a small dose of Syrup
Pepsin at night on retiring and prompt
action will follow in the morning. It
not only acts on the stomach and
bowels but its tonic properties build
nn and strenirthen the system gen
dren.
The use of Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pep-
sin will teach you to avoid cathartics,
salts and pills as they are too harsh
for the majority and their effect is only
temporary. Syrup Pepsin bring per-
manent results, and it can be conven-
iently obtained of any nearby drug-
gist at fifty cents and one dollar a bot-
tle. Results are always guaranteed or
money will be refunded.
Families wishing to try a free
sample bottle can obtain it postpaid
EDWARD P. DAVIE8,
City Attorney.
CtplUl City Bank Building,
Rooms 8
Sauta Fe, New Mexico.
and cooler weather in this section to
night: Saturday fair and warmer.
PIG LOSES 100 LBS.
IN SWAMP 32 DAYS
Luna county is one of the best govern- - .his face above the surface and began
ed political divisions of the state, jlo flounder.
There were four petty criminal eases Persons, who had seen him fall,
where all defendants plead jed he would drop to death on the
guilty, and one was held for trial, tracks below, and shouted to him to
There was one chanee of venue from ;remain quiet.
hookworm, malaria, yellow fever and
a few other plagues of less i onse-- j
quenee. Rockefeller with his millions
is on the trail of them all.
And yet. so miserable is the plight
of a .Midas that even his most sacred
Chat. F. Eailey, . Chat. H. EMley,
EASLEY & EA4LF.Y,
Attorney-a- t aw.
Dona Ana county. The grand jury A squad of policemen arrived mid
win enrnnwa it wnrk tnrtnv nnrt will lone was lowered with a rope, which Marshall, Mich.. Oct. SI.- Orrin aspirations serve his pocketbook. Mi--
Practice in the Court and utrnrohnlilv return n few more Indict-i'- " tied to Harr. The other end was who resides in .Marengo town- - das had the golden touch that turnederally, which is an opinion Bhared by (by addressing Dr. W. B. Caldwell, 419
ments. The petty jury was summoned attached to an automobile which star!- -Washington, St., Monticello, 111. A
postal card with your name and ad-
dress on It will do.
this morning, and will probably finish :el slowly.
Mr. John Dey, of Bloomfield, N. J. He
has a Jarge family and at ages where
the growth and development must be Once drawn from the tnndliole Barrits work entirely by Saturday evening.
The judge admitted to full citizenship iwas hauled to safety by ready hands.lAside from bruises, lie was unhurt.
ship east of here, has a pig which is everything to gold the flowers when Land Department,
alive and recovering after having been he tried to smell them, the food that j L,and grant! and tltle eiamlnea.
struck in a peat bog for 32 days with-- ! entered his lips, the very ringlets on j Sgnta Ke, N. U.. braDch Office, Eatai-ou- t
other' food than muck and water, the head of his beloved. ca, N. M.
Semon and several companions went So j( js wjth Rockefeller.. He has '
into n swamp on Semon's farm to look!curetl a hundred thousand people or! G. W. PRICHARD,
for peat a month ago, and took a fence j noo, worm. They at once became ac- - Attorney and Counsellor-at-Law- .
down lo gel into the swamp. Wheiiiivt, jini,ntriou8 citizens. They read Practices in all the District Courtt
they returned the failed to put it up, ov keroBene lamps. They clean up and elves special attention to raiM
today Messrs. Henry Meyer, Jno. A.
NEWS OF THE STATE THE WEATHER
before the State Supreme Court.land the pigs strayed into tne swamp. ,wjt, gaBOijm.. They spray theirfinally rounded up all but one, ciiur,i8.wth power sprayers driven
land were unable to find that one. Yes-- : by Kasoijne or motor spirit. They
A Sure Big One. (have been made at record prices, and
Ist Thursday evening J. W. Reedjalready the sheepmen are learning totoi-ro- nnn-v- ever 'discount at about 100 per cent the
Wood. XI. Boudlnet and Jno. Tllley.
The Baptist state conventions, the
Woman's Missionary Union of
and the State B. Y. P. U. open-e- J
sessions here today. The officers
of these associations and many of the
delgates arrived this morning, and
the various meetings will be held at
the several churches in the town. The
state convention for the Baptist asso-
ciation will be held at the First Bap-
tist church, and the other meetings
will be held at some of the other
churches. A good many prominent
ministers are in attendance, and the
calamity prophecies of a certain class Bvery
one
pay tribute
travel on railways,
these new activitiesseen in this part of the state. It meas- -
Iterday Semon went into tne swamp,
and was surprised to see a pig in the
hole which he had dug while looking
The range in temperature yesterday
was 38 to 56; the humidity was 46
per cent. It was a generally cloudy
day with upper clouds. The. tempera-
ture at 8 a. m. today was 41 in Santa
Fe. In other cities as follows:
Amarillo, S4-- , Bismarck, 11: Boise.
3S: Cheyenne, 22; Dodge City. 2S;
Office: Laughlin Bldg., Santa Fe, N. M.
DR-
- W. HUME BROWN,
Dentlat,
Oti- Spitz Jewelry Stor.
Room 2 and 1.
Pnone Red 6.
Ufflee Ho,irt 8 a. m. i i av
And by Appointment.
Rockefeller.
So it will be all overfor peat. the world
The animal had wasted from 1 r,0 Rockefeller's money will redeem from
pounds to .in, but Mr. Semou believes disease millions and millions to
that by careful nursing piggy can be, make him and his heirs richer,
brought back to good health again. jH ims no longer the power to
Durango, 32; Flagstaff, Grand
Junction, 38; Helena, 24; Kansas City,
30; Lander, 22; Log' Angeles. 56;
of statesmen. Hagerman Messenger.
Quiet Now.
Work has been discontinued at the
DeVore well southwest, of town. The
well shows considerable gas and some
oil and it is thought by many that it
will yet be made a producer.
No new developments are reported
from the drilling northeast of town.
Mr. Troxel, who is working for
leases for a new company, reports
that leases are gradually being secur
tired 54 inches from tip to tip. Hope
Press.
William M. Crow yesterday sold to
.Harve Williams, 60 cows and 50 calves
all high grade stuff. Williams will
take them to his ranch fifty miles east.
Delivery will be made December 10.
Crow only a short time ago was a
but by thrift is gradually
a good cow man, having at
the present time 240 cows. Roswell
Kews.
make sacrifices. He can no longer do t will not pay you to waste yoursessions will be of a very interesting Tr,oi,Q 'in- - SX- Phoenix. TillA "ATC DDADP isood toothers, on a large scale, with-tim- e wrting out your legal formacharacter. There will be enough work 5S. porl)and, 52; Pueblo. 21; Rapid
to hold the association until after Sun- - r, ,. nnao),,. 4s- Roswell. 4(1: TTW Z l oul at tne sam' l,lne reaping mone.v wnen you can get ,nem already print- -GOOD FISHERMEN benefits for himself. Me has the Mi- - e(j at the New Mexican Printing com- -uay. sh Ijilte. 42: San Francisco, nt:E. R. Valandingham, editor of thelg k ne :wl. Tonopah, 44; Wlllislon, uas loucn which iuvux iu yuiu tuv- pany,tliintro vi'ntlld til!ilt llilll llltlfhHeadltgnt, nas oeen practicing wnaiijj.. l n- -. j J ill I (Utt II, 1. v. " . , , .,
.,,,.,-,!,- ,icjt, ,.,
Local Data. Ballard, of Tarrytown Heights, has so " '" ' " 'ed and that he believes that he will be he preaches this week, In harvesting a
big crop of fine beans on his farm iHighest temperature this date last a reputation for yer-- j waterjust out of the ecity. vwr. an- lnweRt. 29. Extreme this nnitv that there was no outcry wnen ,,..",... ......able to land his company.A Mr. Norton, of Detroit, who has
been looking over the field for the Because of the fact that the farm-
- J ' 4 , record, WKnP8l, 7fl, , he jold nl8 Wends that his two cats 'aera are verv hnsv harvest ne the r , ' . , ,.. ...... .. ..i nk mwl nc lldS 1(,bl- 11( Cdn file tne crustpast several days, as representative of - " .ISIS towesr, zi., iu nan uaugni uu lit has begged. Rockefeller can givecrops the proposed meeting or tne , . , . mlt for cnlm.,
away.
For Santa Fe and vicinity: Partly (this morning.' 'said Ballard, "when lMiinbres Valley Farmers' associationcalled for Vovember 1st. has been tie Imp, it comes back.
another company, had a couple of his
men here the first of the week. While
they seemed to be well pleased with
the prospects and believed that the
Via . Jand cooler tonight; Saturday saw tliose cats comum "v , Of all men who ever lived, the stat- -nnairtrtnari tititil n lntov data Tlipre ClOlldy trom tne lake. wn 01 " ins of John D. Rockefeller is strang- - jocosefair and warmer.oefield was here they seemed to prefer arc many important things tohvnmrht nn ot ttlio Tnpptlnp odj passFor New Mexico: Tonight and Satur-'ee- l in its mouth and the other wasj an( m()gt pUiable
n east ponton dragging me nauuis nn... jthat the other fellow bring it in and
they would come fn later. Dayton
coxldy warnierG. W. Smithson, of Hagerman, N. !ay '
Af
. la nrpnnrinir nn illustrated lecture Saturday.
ptra jtKlud
iqj eraoffHOTEL ARRIVALS.Conditions.
'Home Burned Down.
At 2 o'clock Tuesday morning fire
destroyed the residence of J. B. Wheat-le- y
fn the west part of town. Mr. and
Mrs. Wheatley at ttie time were visit-
ing in Amarfllo and no one was in the
house. The fire was discovered by a
neighbor, but not until it had gained
such headway Uiat it was impossible
to save the building or any of the
It was one of the best fur-
nished homes in the city. The build-
ing was insured for $1,C00, and the
furniture partly covered by insurance.
Clayton News. ,
Their Only Chanee.
R. C. Reynolds and O. R. Lynes had
a bird of an experience during their
hunting trip. They suddenly came
on a large bird, and thought he would
go well for dinner. They got out
their rifles and waBted considerable
ammunition on him, but he spread
0J3 B.TDinOT
"As I figure it out some nsiierman j
forgot to draw in all his lines last
night, and the cats found one this,
morning, and in a playful mood pulled;
it in with the fish hooked on it " j
aidants joj 0)ua.
The barometer continues high over
the central valleys and westward to
the Rockies, whence it rapidly de-
creases to a (rough of relatively low
Serious Accident.
Some very strange things occur In
these hills. As a result of one of
these peculiar occurrences the editor
ico," and is getting views around Dem
ing to illustrate actual development.
Jos. H. Toulouse, editor of the
Southwest Trade, left the city Tues-
day after having arranged to get out
a special edition of his publication for
uemtng ana ine Atimures vaney. jne
Southwest Trade is a new monthly
magazine devoted to the interests of j
the retail merchant iu New Mexico,
IMPATIENCE OF LAW'S TECHNICALITY CHARACTERIZES JURIST
WHO BROUGHT "HICKORY" SHIRT TO U. S. COURT.
criral Judoe Doollna Shocks His
Montezuma.
Albino Confines and family,
W. R. Van Hook, Decatur, III.
O. h. Owen, City.
Joe Owen, City.
P. L. Dawson, Trinidad.
C. B. Stubbletield, Las Vegas.
L. W. Smith and wife, City.
Mrs. Annie Johnson, Ft. Collins.
Jesse 1j. Nusbaum, City.
D. Nelson, San Pedro.
Dewey Nelson, San Pedro.
W. S. Hhopewell, Albuquerque.
R. V. Heryer, Topeka.
F. J. Petsch, Denver.
J. W. Laughlin, Denver.
R. E. Tlaer, Albuquerque.
Arizona and Texas.
A. H. Child made a business trip j
to Silver City Tuesday.
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P. J. Morgan, a postofBce inspector,
with headquarters in Albuquerque, has
and wife and "Tige" have been feast-
ing on a choice piece of venison the
past few meals. From the moBt re-
liable source of information that we
have at hand it seems that while one
of Cloudcroft's business men was wan-
dering out In the woods, looking for
squirrels and other small game, an
eight-poin- t buck rose up and made at
him. In the excitement that followed,
the gun went on and the der dropped
down and shuffled off. Of course the
hunter greatly regreted (?) the fact
that the deer was killed, but the only
thing to do was to bring said buck to
town and divide up the spoils. He was
a fine fellow and weighed, dreBsed,
about 150 pounds. There is some ques-
tion about whether the buck is an
eight point or a four point. Anyhow
ther are four points on each of his
shapely horns. Cloudcrofter.
Colleagues By Discarding the Ap-
proved Personal Vestment of
d
Dignity When He Presides
In a Soft Shirt First Wilson Ap-
pointee in California.
been in the city the past few days on
official business.
Miss Mary Whalan, daughter of Su
perintendent Whalen, of the Southern
aFor quick results,
little "WANT."
Pacific, is in Deming as the guest of
Miss Mary Mahoney.
Mrs. Henry Raithel is visiting
friends and relatives in Silver City.
M. M. Strickler, councilman of
i WMitemorelsRiverside, Calif., is visiting his broth
his wings and (lew away. As he went
over a hill, out of sight they happen-
ed to remember that they had shot
guns, and that he was within range of
the scatter gunB. They described the
bird to a native they met, and was
told that it was a wild turkey that
everybody had been trying to cap-
ture. They had no other chance to
eat turkey. Lordsburg Liberal.
They're Shipping Sheep.
A shipment of 6600 lambs was sent
out from Hagerman Sunday billed to
.T. C. Edwards, at Breton and Strutt-gar- t,
Kansas. Mr. Edwards was here
looking after the shipment. S. Mertz,
of Waubansee, Kansas, is in Hager-
man making arrangements for shipping
7000 head of sheep which will he
loaded Sunday. Mr. Mertz bought
this shipment from L. A. Swigart, Col.
W. S. Williams, M. E. Sewalt, and
others, and will ship to his feed pens
in Kansas. Other shipments which
will bring the aggregate to about 0
head are to he made from here
within the next few weeks. All sales- -
er, H. B. Strickler, of this place, and
.Shna VfttiStieS "ntaking in the sights and development
in the Mimbres valley. He expresses FINEST QUALITY LARCEST VARIETYSome Big Shipments.
Friday the Rayado Colonization
company received one of the biggest
himself as well pleased with the conn- - j
try. j
The chiet case in the district court i
today was the State of Mew Mexico
vs. Harry Carlson and W. W. Moore,
the defendants being charged with i
burglarizing the Graham Hardware
shipments of horses, mules and hogs
ever brought In to this section of the
country.
The shipment consisted of one hun-
dred head of horses and mules and
one hundred head of Poland-Chin- a
red brood sows, which were brought
here from the Hagadorn ranch in Ne-
braska, where the crop and feed short- - ' J
"GILT EDGE" the ouly ladies' nlioe drp.'BiiiK
contsilld Oil. BlacltH ami rujiiu--- ):,rlicg-an-
cltiluriiV lionta and hIum-b- slilnes uithout rub
king. 25c. "FRENCH GLOSS." I'1' .
"DANDY" ciimblnation for cleaning ami polishing
all kimlaof ruanetortan aboeK, Uuc. "STAR" aizt-- Idc.
"QUICK WHITE" (In liquid form with rponuej quick-
ly CKansand whitens dirty canvas elio,. inc.
"ALBO" cleans ami whitens BUCK, Nl'BUCK.
ClimE- .nH CIUUIG GUnrC tn ml .vhi, Clllla
company last March, on the occasion
f.f the visit of a carnival company to
thisycity. A few days later the boys
Acre arrested in El Paso and upon
examination in the office of the Chief
Detective Stancil and Deputy Sheriff
Ben Powell, some of the goods were
found in their possesion. Sheriff
Stevens, of Deming, was notified and
brought the boys here for trial. At the
last term of court the jury failed to
agree, and this is the second trial of
the case. At the trial this afternoon
Chief Stancil and Deputy Powell, of
El Paso, were both sworn In the case.
Maor James R. Waddill represents
the people as district attorney, J. S.
Vaught being appointed by the court
to look after the defendants' interests.
It is expected that the case will go to
the Jury tonight. At the last trial the
jury was out all night and failed to
agree. The grand jury brought in one
trite bill and failed to return indict
This Is the man who has brought the "hickory" shirt into the United
States court, shattering the precedent of white collars on the federal bench. 1 packetfin zinc boxi-n- , uilh aiHinize, Wc. Jn liand- -
We take the risk of its
being abused: we ask the
grocer to return a dissatis-
fied customer's money if
she doesn't like Schilling's
Best; let her keep the
aume, large aluminum uoxea, wun epnnt'e, ?oc.
If your duller Iopw not kp,-- tit,' kind ynu want. Hi
till prim1 in wlaiiipa for full fiirr- - p:u'llllt.r.,. paid.
WH1TTEMORE BROS. & CO.,2026 Albany Slraat, Citmbridae Maaa.
The Oldrtt end iMr&est Manntticturets uf
Shoe Pnlhhrs iu thr Wmld.
(By Jack Jungmeyer.) One seldom spoken of, but known to
San Francisco, Calif., Oct. 31. Col- - his best friends. They bespeak in
leagues of the United States District battle with a weakness that
Judge Maurice T. Dooling, President conquers most of its victims, but
Wilson's first appointee to the Califor- - which he mastered after his neighbors
nia bench, were considerably shocked had begun to shake their heads,
by his unprecedented apeparance at Judge Maurice Dooling is known
court in a soft "hickory" shirt. throughout the book world as a trans- -
Thev read in it a sort of mild con- - lator of note, especially of Spanish andItalian verse. His knowledge of thetempt' for all that d punc-- j
TIGOOD ROADS
A. T., & S. F. R'Y
TIME TABLE
To Effective January 1st, IflJ.
Leave Santa Ft 8:10 a. m. to con-
nect with No. 3 weatbound and
No. 10 eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:10 p.
m.
No. 3 carries pataengere to Albu-
querque, locally, and to Pacific
Coast pointe.
Leave Santa Fe 3:30 p. m. to con-
nect with No. 1 weatbound, and
No. 2, eastbound, connecting at
Albuquerque with "Cut-off- "
train for Clovlt and Vecoe Val-
ley pointe.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 6:05 p.
m.
Leave Santa Fe 6:20 p. m. to con-
nect with No. 7 weetbeund car-
rying El Pato deeper, alec No.
4 eaatbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fa 1:36 p.
m.
Leave Santa Fe 8:60 p. m. to con-
nect with No. 8 eaatbound, and
No. 8 weatbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fa It: 36
a. m.
Call "Central" forTrain
Reports.
ASSOCIATION
tiliousness with which high couru, w .
a . iaar ones have cloth-- he has one of the finest libanes in the
goods; and sell
So long as
she is honest.
her again,
he thinks
he is to
m MEETINGniiu hwi "i rtt ho hna nontinued west.t?U "
ments on eight charges.
Word has been received here from
Dr. S. T. Swope that an operation per-
formed last Tuesday on Colonel J. P.
McGrorty at the Mayo hospital at
Rochester, Minn., has proved quite
successful, and that the colonel Is fast
improving. Dr. Swope wires that he
will return November 3.
to wear that soft shirt, without osten-
tation, and his court hasn't Buffered
any lapse of real dignity either!
It is iust this trait which his friends
With a marked impatience for mere
technicalities, he has aligned himself
with that small coterie of the judic-
iary which concedes that there should
be less of the letter in applying theand associates like best in Judge Dool- - j
ing. Changing fortunes do not alter law and more of substantial justice.He wants a dissolution of those ar--
band-ov- er the money. We
trust him to do for us as
he'd do for himself if he
were we and himself too.
ST. LOUIS, MO.,
Nov. I0th-I5t- I9IJ$47.70ROUND TRIP RATE FROM SANTA FE
DATES OP SALE.
November 8th to 10th.
RETURN LIMIT,
Thirty Days from Date of Sale
TAKE THE "SANTA FE ROAD."
H. S. LUTZ, - AGENT,
SANTA FE, N. M.
It will not pay you to waste your
time writing out your legal forms
when you can get thnra already print-
ed at the New Mexican Printing
Company.
tiflclal barriers that have been reared
between the people and the courts.
Physically he is slight, almost frail.
His manner la retiring, almost bash-
ful at times. Before his recent eleva-
tion to the federal judgeship, Judge
Dooling presided with distinction over
the man. He demands ana commands
as much respectful dignity in his li-
brary or walking along the lanes of
Hollister, his home town, as he does
during court. He rarely smiles, talks
almost In a whisper, and makes his
rulings in a few words. And yet toler-
ance and benevolence are strong in
his make-up- .
Those lines of his face tell a story.
the superior court of San Benito coup- -Schilling's Beat wat your first definition
CHILLING & COMPANY
Work for the New Mexican. U is
working for you, for Santa Fe and
the new state.
of Moneyback.
8AN FRANCISCO ty. He nas always oevu a ueuiucrau
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 31, 1913.SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
OFFICIAL. 'entry. divided into $1.00 shares, and the con- -
"All vacant unappropriated lands, cern starts business with $2000 sub- -
ANDREWS
r ni j
QUESTION SANITY OF
MRS. VAN CLAUSSEN.
New York, N. Y., Oct. 31 Applica-
tion for a commission to determine the
sanity of Mrs. Ida Von Claussen was
made to Judge Malone by the district
attorney today on behalf of her broth-
er. Mrs. Van Claussen who gained no-
toriety several years ago when she
nonmineral and nonsaline In character, ' scribed. The incorporators and their
LAND OFFICE WILL i are sul)ject t0 ell,ry under the home-- ! holdings are as follows; GeorgeUlead laws. Stubbs, Albuquerque, 1.000 shares;ClUE INFORMATION . Wni. F. Gray, GoklfieR Xev., 500
TO HOME SEEKERS Needs Teachers. shares, and Win. V. Koliler, Toledo,
riWj Sat uiniuo Baca of Helen, county su-- j Ohio, r.Oll shares. -s urutery, oaKery anu market.
Elegant Line
IN THE LATEST SHAPES
n Plush, Velour, Felt, Beaver,
Velvet, Silk. Satin, Moire Hats
together with a most beautiful
line of novelties In Ribbons,
Bands, Fancy and Ostrich Feath-
ers, Etc., are shown at
MISS A. MUGLER
SOUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA.
w -
Aulo Delivery Every Hour! Auto Delivery Every Hour I perintendent of schools of ValenciaSome interest was manifested today enimtv. has written the state eduea- - i Shaw Now the Favorite.
IIEVERYTHINGTHERE IS TO EAT!
in the reports received by Surveyor tI()na,-
-
,u,partmet that he has schools Says a special to the TucsonMarch that there are thirty f()1. four mo,.e u,acliel.s than he is able! .en, under date of October 29:
or more millions of acres of unap- - j,o filul in hig own comlty. "Politics here is badly mixed up as
propriated lands in New Mexico. Ovef a - I i far as Arizona is concerned, but the
twenty of these thirty millions are; - . . Eumeration. 'atmosphere is clearing. The Question
threatened .to sue President Roosevelt
for $1,000,000 because, the American
minister to Sweden would not present
her to King Oscar, was arraigned on
her arrival from Europe yesterday on
a charge of threatening to Bhoot
Charles Strauss, a lawyer.
Ik
The school enumeration of Bernu of Arizona appointments has been
cnnntv has been received by the fore the Arizona senators for fourTry Our AUTO DELIVERY Service
Phone No. 4 ANDREWShoneNo
832
surveyed lands. For the information
of those who may desire to look over
these lands with a view of "annexing"
certain tracts, the government gives
the following pointers to home seek-
ers:
"The following tables, based on re-
ports furnished by the district land
offices, show, by states, territories,
state educational department. or
1913 it is 8,861, an increase of 658 ov-
er last year. This enumeration makes
Bernalillo county the banner school
population county in the state. FLOWERS3fflaB5Bgtfll''Ti.lairMliyii ,111 1 State Aid Asks.A request for state aid in building
a school house to the extent of $100
liaB been received from district No. 63,
Curry county, and it" will probably be
grauted when Supt. Alvan N. White
returns.
The Clarendon Garden,
PHONE 12 SANTA FE, N. M. I
months and has caused, them no end
of trouble. Several hundred Demo-
crats throughout Arizona have ap-
plied for the various positions that
the senators have at their disposal.
This fact has given both senators
deep cause for trouble.
It looks now as though the ques-
tion of appointing a collector of cus-
toms for Arizona and New Mexico
was settled and that Kd Shaw of
Phoenix would get the place, as both
senators from that state have en-
dorsed him. Flynn of Flagstaff will
be appointed United States attorney.
The contest for collectors of cus-
toms has been a fierce one and New
Mexico has not given tip the battle yet,
but from all appearances the ap-
pointment will go to Arizona and to
Pheonix.
land districts, and counties the area of
unappropriated and unreserved public
lands, surveyed and unsuvveyed, and a
brief description of the character of
;the vacant lands. The general land
office can furnish no more definite in-
formation as to the location or charac-
ter of the vacant lands than is found
in said tables. Inquiries regarding the
climate and soil in any given vicinity
may be addressed to the Department
of Agriculture.
"A township diagram, showing only
entered land in any township can be
School Levy.
L. C. Mersfeider, county superin-
tendent of Curry county bus written
the state educational department, giv-
ing a summary of the district or local
levies in Curry county. The sum-
mary is as follows: In one district
the district levy will be 7 mills: in one
Always Stop at the Ancient City's Pride,
it will be 8 mills: in 5 it will be 10 j RAH RAH BOYS AND COPS
HAVE RUN-IN- .mills; in 39 districts it will be 15
mills, and in two it will be 20 mills.
This will provide for a nine months
school in almost every district in the
county.
MODERN AND
ALWAYS
LARGE LOBBY
AND VERANDAS
COMFORTABLE PORCH
SWINGS and ROCKERS
Service and Cuisine
the Best in the City
Ample tiiciltties (orlarse
and small banquet.
'procured by sending $1 to the register
and receiver of the land office for that
jdistrict. The diagram required should
jbe specified by township and range
number.
"While the figures in the tables may
inot be absolutely correct, owing to lia-
bility of error in work of such magn-
itude and to the necessity of making
estimates of unsurveyed lands, It is
that they afford a close approx-
imation to the actual areas. The state-
ment is intended to inform correspond-
ents and the general public as to
whether there is much or little public
'land in the several land states and
territories and the land districts there-Ji- n
and in particularly counties or loca-
lities.
"In many counties only a few acres
f'e reported as vacant. Neither the
Minneapolis, Oct. 31. A dozen po-
licemen and a score of detectives en-
gaged in a desperate battle with 500
University of Minnesota students,
high school boys and other sympathiz-
ers at a local theater last night.
Clarence Wlndmiller, a doorkeeper
at the theater, was knocked uncon-
scious and two students, Giles y
and F. L. Raferty, alleged ring-
leaders in the riot, were locked up
at police headquarters.
The students, who had been cele-
brating the departure of the. Minne
Teachers Meeting.
Great preparations are being made
at Albuquerque for the entertaining of
the New Mexico Educational Associa-
tion which nieetB there from Nov. 24
to' 26. Albuquerque is raising an en-
tertainment fund of $750, while other
committees are working on the other
EXPERIENCE knows which way to go EXPERIENCE shows which way
HOTEL DE VARGASdetails of the convention. Headquar-ters will be at the Commercial club. A
very large attendance is expected, and
many reservations ot rooms are al-
ready being made.
you should have gone. EXPERIENCE chooses EXPERIMENT chances.
Stop taking chances. Leave EXPERIMENT to those who prefer the Ex-
citement of wondering how things will turn out, buy your Kitchen and
Household articles from the RELIABLE HARDWARE STORE and you will
know by Experience that it is the only way toward Satisfaction.
No. 190 Tea Kettles $0.95 Enameled Dippers 15
12-q- Triple-coate- d Water Bucket
.752qt. Enameled Mixing Bowl '.Z
Triple-coate- Lip Preserve. Enameled Drinking On;... , . .
Kettles 75 3 for 10
SPECIAL RATES
BY THE WEEK
AMERICAN PLAN
Room With Bath, $3.00 Dp.
Room Without Bath. $2.25 Up.
sota football team for Madison, charg-
ed the front entrance of the theater.
When Wlndmiller attempted to stop
them, he was beaten and seriously
injured. The crowd was held at bay
by a policeman with a drawn revol-
ver until a riot call brought reserves
from headquarters.
'General Land Office nor the local land
officers can furnish information as to
!the location of such tracts, but such in-
formation may be obtained from the
records of the local land offices, which,
when not in official use, are open to in'
spection by prospective home seekers
or their agents. -
"Before entry personal inspection of
The theater manager and employes
t. Sance Pans 75 2(2-q- t. Enameled, Lipped Sauce
10 qt. Dish Pans 75 Pans 15
14-q-t. Dish Pans 85 The Great Harpers Cookers, only .75
17--q .Dish Pans '. 95 1!2-q- t. Pudding Pans 10
Cereal Cookers 752-q- t. Pudding Pans 10
No. 28 Enameled Wash Basins.. .20
Triple-coate- d Enameled Ware wu stand an awful lot of Hard Wear, If
quieted the audience, which feared
the tumult was caused by fire.
Arizona Automobiles.
In this state automobile licenses
amouii' .to 1867, with about a score of
dealers, licenses, and 116 motorcycle
licenses. ' The copy of the Arizona Re-
publican received yesterday gives the
number of the .last automobile num-
ber issued in that, state as 3495, or al-
most 1600 more automobiles than are
registered in Arizona. Either the
220,000 people in Arizona have many
mdVe automobiles than the 327,000 in-
habitants of JSew Mexico, or they have
RESOLUTION TO TRADE
SOUTHERN ALASKA.It comes from
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Flour Hay, drain, Potatoes and Salt.
Sola Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
iLFaIFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and package
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe.
v
The Reliable Hardware Store.
the lands should be made to ascertain
ilfjithey are suitable, and when the
applicant is satisfied on this point en-1- $
can be made at the local land office
in the manner prescribed by law, un-
der the direction of the local land of-
ficers, who will give full Information.
Should anyone desire information in
regard to vacant lands in any district
a way of making them register their
machines in Arizona about which New
Mexico knows nothing.
Washington, D. C, Oct. 31.. A joint
resolution requesting President Wil-
son to negotiate with the British and
Canadian governments for the .ex-
change of southeastern Alaska for
money or British territory was intro-
duced today by Representative Smith,
of Maryland, who is serving his first
term in congress. It was referred to
the foreign affairs committee.
Similar measures have been before
previous congresses.
before going there for a personal in-
spection, he should address the regis
New Incorporation.fhe Gold Range Mining company,
Win. Jenks, Albuquerque, agent, filed
incorporation papers this morning
with the state corporation commis-
sion. The (SSpital ' stock Is 110,000,
ter and receiver of the proper local
land office, who will give full informa-
tion regarding vacant lands and the
steps necessary to be taken in making
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UST THE KIND OF AN OVERCOAT YOU WANT
Long enough to keep you warm clear down to the
ground, but not so long that you can't walk comfort
The Prettiest and Most Stylish
Suits and Coats I Have Seen!
ably. There's full ness in the skirts that will give you free-
dom of motion, a good belt to keep the coat snug around
n
That's the opinion of almost every lady
who has seen our wonderful display of
new Outer Wear Garments for Fall and
Winter. It certain)y is a rare treat, and
you should not miss another day without
seeing it. All the newest effects in fab-
rics, and the most modish of the season's
are here for your pleasure to see and
try on.
$15.00, $20.00, $25.00 to $40.00
the body when very cold weather comes,
a good,: big adjustable collar that you
can wear with comfort any one of three
ways.
HART SCHAFFNER & MARX
make this garment in a way that gives
the wearer plenty of style, all sorts of
comfort and the sort of service you like
to get. It's a garment that will be a
cold weather stand-b- y for many sea-
sons. You'll find here a big variety of
fine overcoats in all sorts of good fab-
rics and in many choice models. Best
stock of overcoats you ever had a choice
of. Many out-of-do- or girls and women
are using Hart Schaffner & Marx OverCopyright 1907 by
Hart Schaffner y Marx
J Come and See Uscoats this Fall. We'll be glad to show some very stylish garments madefor men, but good for women, too. You Can Save Money.
mmm mmmm mmmmwmumm mmtmmmmiwiim m. ucaaKBwBHi
THE BIG STORE SALMONSANTA FE.THE
HOME OF HART SCHAFFNER ft MArX
" THE HUB."
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